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Abstract 

In British Columbia (BC), people with developmental disabilities, including those 

with severe physical impairments, have left institutions to live in supported homes in the 

community. Services traditionally provided in the institution, up until final closure in 

1996, are now provided in community. One of the necessary, specialized community 

services identified during the final deinstitutionalization phase from 1990 to 1996 was 

therapeutic wheelchair positioning or 'seating'. 

In 1996, a study was contracted by the Transition Steering Committee (TSC), a 

group responsible for ensuring the availability of services in the community for persons 

leaving institutions. The study defined the need for seating services, determined client 

and therapist preferences and reviewed existing seating resources, in order to develop a 

workable service delivery model for adults with developmental disabilities in B C . The 

model conceived in 1997, but never implemented, was that of a boundaryless service 

network termed the British Columbia Seating Network (BCSN) . 

In order to understand the context of community living service development for 

this population (including barriers to implementation of new programs) as well as to 

confirm that the proposed model of service delivery still satisfied the prospective users of 

the B C S N , qualitative investigative activities were undertaken. Following from the 

research of the original project, three key stakeholder groups were identified - consumers, 

community therapists and provincial government administrators. The perspective of the 

consumer was investigated through an interview with the executive director of the British 

Columbia Association for Community Liv ing ( B C A C L ) ; community therapists attended 

focus groups; and relevant government administrators, including members of the T S C , 
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were interviewed about the deinstitutionalization experience in B C , as well as the status 

of evolving community living services, including the proposed B C S N . 

Results indicated that, while most participants believed that deinstitutionalization 

had been an overall success, there were many challenges facing community living 

services, and the determinants to success or failure were often political in nature. 

Participants collectively praised the B C S N , yet analysis of findings indicated that the 

model was ultimately doomed to failure because of poor timing, lack of profile or of a 

champion, an all or nothing approach which encompassed a preference for generic over 

specialized service, sustainability, the tenuous relationship between research and policy

making, the destabilizing effect of change, as well as other influential aspects of the 

political decision-making process during the final stages of deinstitutionalization. 

Other themes which arose out of the findings included the fear of 

reinstitutionalization, the lack of planning for aging in place and for new users of 

community l iving services, and the pivotal and evolving role of interest groups. Finally, 

a future focus for stakeholders in community living in B C was articulated as ensuring that 

families in community would not be forgotten because the high profile that 

deinstitutionalization had given persons with developmental disabilities was gone. 

It was concluded that the B C S N was the right model, but that political barriers 

had ultimately prevented implementation, and that all stakeholders in community living 

need to be aware of the multiple and complex influences contributing to decision-making 

around the development of health services for persons with developmental disabilities. 
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C H A P T E R I 

Statement of the Research Problem 

Rationale and Justification 

Persons with severe developmental disabilities have traditionally lived in large, 

publicly funded institutions. In British Columbia (BC), the last of these institutions 

closed in November, 1996. Prior to 1990, the institutions had been emptied of persons 

who, were typically ambulatory and did not have significant physical or medical 

disabilities. From 1990 to 1996, the persons leaving the institutions were believed to be 

those most at-risk in community; people with complicated health needs and major 

physical disabilities or challenging behaviours. 

A l l stakeholders in the downsizing process had strong and valid concerns about 

the final exodus. The B C government was breaking new ground, both nationally and 

internationally in its intent to expedite closure of all institutions for persons with 

developmental disabilities ( B C A C L , 1996; Roeher Institute, 1996). The ultimate short 

and long range implications of moving people with high medical and physical support 

needs into community homes had yet to be documented. 

In 1990, a cross-ministry committee was struck to ensure that appropriate services 

were in place in the community to address the specialized needs of the people still l iving 

in institutions. The Transition Steering Committee (TSC), advised by community living 

advocacy groups, identified a number of services as critically important safeguards for 

this vulnerable population. Under the Ministry of Health umbrella, the Health Services 

for Community L iv ing ( H S C L ) community nursing and rehabilitation programs, intended 

to complement and augment existing resources in regional health units, were established. 
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A dental hygiene specialty group , able to provide direct treatment and education in client 

homes, was also set up. Mental health issues, including difficult behaviours, were to be 

addressed by a mental health team specialized in helping persons with a dual diagnosis. 

A nutrition and dysphagia multidisciplinary team of nutritionists and occupational 

( therapists was proposed and implemented, based on a contracted evaluation of the scope 

of the problem and resources available in community. One of the last specialized service 

needs addressed by the T S C , was that of wheelchair seating. 

The majority of institutional residents after 1990 used a mobility device of some 

kind for either all or part of the day. Specialized seating for these mobility devices was 

generally provided at the institution and included a mix of commercial and custom-made 

components. Actual fabrication of the custom seating and mobility systems, whether 

performed by institution employees or contracted out, also occurred on site. In addition, 

there were a number of persons living in institutions who, because of the severity of their 

physical deformities, had never been seated in a transportable mobility device. While it 

was considered acceptable for these individuals to be essentially confined within the 

walls of the institution due to lack of a mobility device, it was clearly not a tenable 

situation for community living. 

The T S C and other proponents of community living believed that successful 

community living was partially grounded in the ability to access the resources of the 

community. Clients who could not easily leave their homes because they did not own an 

appropriate mobility device ran the risk of isolation. They had little hope of achieving 

community inclusion - a stated goal of deinstitutionalization - under these circumstances. 

As well as improving community access, it was believed that individualized, correctly 
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prescribed and constructed seating, would positively impact on health, improve 

functional abilities and enhance communication for persons with developmental 

disabilities. 

In January, 1996, the same year that Woodlands and Glendale institutions for 

adults with developmental disabilities closed, the T S C decided that a full analysis of the 

need for seating should be undertaken. This resulted in the inception of a three phase 

project spanning from February, 1996 until June, 1997 which generated the concept of 

the British Columbia Seating Network (BCSN) (Chisholm & Roxborough, 1997). The 

proposed seating service delivery model was based on the idea of the 'boundaryless' 

network and had, at its core, a directly accessible Internet information system. Clients 

would have the ability to access an escalating range of services including specialized 

clinical and technical support for high complexity seating needs. Primary therapists 

could utilize and build on their existing seating skills, pulling in clinical support as they 

required it, dependent on their own experience and the complexity of their client's needs. 

Significance of the Study 

The B C S N was endorsed, in principle, by the T S C but was never actually 

included as one of the specialized community health services for persons with severe 

developmental disabilities. There is little doubt that the need for specialized seating 

services described in the B C S N Project Report still exists, therefore the question as to 

why the model was never implemented arises. Additionally, while it may be that the 

B C S N is still the best way to provide this service, this should be validated in the new 

context which exists in B C - that of two years of community living following closure of 
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institutions - to ensure that it meets the original criteria established by stakeholders in its 

development. 

Reexamination of the model at this point serves four important purposes. The 

most pressing of these purposes is to reaffirm, re-shape or discard the B C S N . While it 

was given the blessing of members of the T S C , including representatives of community 

l iving advocacy groups in 1996 and 1997, it has yet to be formally reviewed by potential 

consumers of the service, including persons with developmental disabilities, community 

therapists and current representatives of the government programs which support the 

target population. A t this point in time there is opportunity for the model to be further 

shaped by this input, or to be vetoed in favour of a different type of service delivery 

system. 

It may be that the model itself is the optimal way to provide seating services for 

this population, but the political climate has changed, regionalization is in full swing, and 

a centralized, specialized model albeit with the promise to exploit local resources first, is 

simply no longer viable. A second purpose is to identify and analyze the barriers to 

implementation of new policies - the gap between the existence of knowledge and its 

implementation by policy makers. 

Whether the model is eventually implemented in part or in full, the findings of 

such a study could also serve a third purpose, that of informing a number of groups 

involved in community living including; consumers and consumer advocacy groups; 

occupational therapists who provide services to persons with developmental disabilities 

in various settings; government administrators and policy-makers in B C responsible for 
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the support of persons with developmental disabilities; and planning bodies in other parts 

of Canada and the world still engaged in the deinstitutionalization process. 

A fourth purpose would be to add to the multidisciplinary body of knowledge on 

seating - specifically the set of information on seating service delivery models. This wi l l 

be achieved by description and feedback on the model as one option for providing seating 

services in community. 

The central question guiding this research is: 

"Is the B C S N the best way to deliver seating services to adults with 

developmental disabilities living in community homes across B C ? " 

This question directly relates to the first purpose of validation of the B C S N , and more 

obliquely to the other 3 purposes. Therefore, several secondary research questions, 

pertaining directly to these purposes also help to shape the research: 

A . What were the barriers that prevented the B C S N from being implemented? 

B . What were some of the positive and negative aspects of deinstitutionalization and the 

development of community living services in B C ? 

C. Could the B C S N model be useful in other settings or for other populations? 
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Statement of the Study Objectives 

The objectives of this study are to: 

1. Analyze the B C S N in the context of deinstitutionalization, health care policy trends in 

B C and seating literature. 

2. Validate the B C S N as a model for service delivery through consumer interview, 

structured focus group with primary therapists and phone interviews with key 

government informants. 

3. Examine the influences on decision-making related to the development of, 

community living services for persons with developmental disabilities both generally, 

and with specific reference to the B C S N . 
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C H A P T E R II 

Review of the Literature 

Before Deinstutionalization 

The term 'deinstitutionalization' describes the phenomenon of persons with 

mental illness or developmental disability moving from the traditional care environment 

of the institution to community-based residential options. It has also been defined as the 

social policies used to implement this shift (Roeher,Institute, 1995). However, 

deinstitutionalization is reflective of much more than the physical shifting of people from 

one place to another. What it really marks is a profound change in how society views its 

responsibility towards people with disabilities (Bachrach, 1978; Bradley, 1978). 

In order to understand what deinstutionalization means, it is helpful to look at the 

roots of institutionalization of persons with developmental disabilities in our society. The 

idea that persons with a mental handicap could only be successfully managed in an 

institution arose in Europe as early in the middle ages, and was central to social policy in 

western nations for most of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Wolfensberger, 1975). 

The institutional model of care was the result of several, seemingly contradictory beliefs 

which by the mid twentieth century had become blended into a world view that persons 

with chronic mental disability were best cared for in an institution. 

One of the first premises of institutionalization was that individuals with a mental 

handicap were a threat to society. This "law and order" based view was rooted in fear of 

difference, of 'deviance' , and the institution became a useful instrument of social control 

(Crichton & Jongbloed, 1998). The Eugenics movement, arising out of the Social 

Darwinism belief that persons with disabilities were essentially unfit for survival, 
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supported the control function of the institution. In the name of science, persons with 

developmental disabilities were segregated and often sterilized in order to protect society 

from contamination. Laws such as Chicago's "Ugly Law" of 1900 prevented persons 

with disabilities from appearing in public (Pardeck & Chung, 1992). Persons with 

developmental disabilities were sterilized in Canada as late as 1970 under Alberta's 

Sexual Sterilization Act which was repealed in 1972 (BCACL, 1996). 

In contrast to the notion of protecting society, the Renaissance-born philosophy of 

humanitarianism held that all human life had intrinsic worth and therefore should be 

preserved. Humanitarianism, which ran as a parallel, parodoxical theme to Social 

Darwinism, also supported institutions, but with the rationale of protecting and isolating 

vulnerable members of society for their own good. Charitable groups and churches ran 

institutions under the principles of 'moral management' and self-sufficient, rural, working 

colonies were developed with this aim (Crichton & Jongbloed, 1998; Pardeck & Chung, 

1992; Wolfensberger, 1991). 

A third, still prevalent tenet supporting institutions was that persons with 

developmental disabilities were 'sick' and therefore had to be provided with 'treatment' 

within a medical facility. The problem with this transformation of persons with 

developmental disabilities into patients, was that they did not fit well into the medical 

model with its emphasis on cure. The problem they had was essentially incurable and so 

held little attraction for medical practitioners who preferred to address conditions which 

could be corrected (Hardman, 1995). Wolfensberger (1991) stated that in the academic 

field of mental retardation in the 1950's, and even into the 1960's, it was taught that the 

best thing for a person with even very mild retardation was to place them in an institution. 
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It was as i f institutionalization, by some mysterious alchemy, had become a definitive 

medical treatment for developmental disabilities. 

The Shift Towards Deinstutionalization 

Like the development of institutionalization, the impetus for the governments in 

the western world to develop deinstutionalization policy, came gradually from a number 

of philosophical, political and economic forces. Government policy, which shapes the 

health and social support systems of a nation, reflects the dominant ideology of its 

citizens. Therefore, it is only when a new ideology challenges the old that change can 

occur (Crichton & Jongbloed, 1998). The ideology that supported institutions was 

challenged from a number of directions. 

The theory of normalization, developed in Sweden and imported to Canada and 

the United States (US) in the early 1970's, was seminal to the concept of 

deinstutionalization for persons with developmental disabilities. The normalization 

principle - that persons with disabilities be enabled to attain as normal an existence as 

possible - was antithetical to life in an institution. It formed a crucial rallying point for 

persons with developmental disabilities and their advocates, as well as providing focus 

and direction for the frustration and even outrage felt by some professionals working in 

institutions (Meisbov, 1990). 

Normalization and the minority c ivi l rights movement, together framed the 

institutionalization of persons with disabilities as discriminatory - a violation of basic 

rights and freedoms. In the U S , disability rights activists challenged the rationale for 

institutions over less restrictive living options, particularly when over-crowding and poor 

staffing meant conditions in the large facilities were sometimes appalling 
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(Wolfensberger, 1991; Pardeck & Chung, 1992). Powered by the lobbying efforts of the 

strong consumer-driven independent living movement, and by landmark court cases, a 

series of pivotal public laws furthering disability rights was enacted in the U S with 

Canada following suit (Boschen & Krane, 1992). Community living came to be viewed 

as a human right and lobby groups began to determinedly pressure government to close 

all institutions, as a necessary step towards full community inclusion. 

Running on a parallel course to this denouncement of institutionalization from a 

c iv i l rights perspective, the individualistic sickness or medical model was also being 

challenged by a different way of viewing disability. Rather than framing disability as a 

personal problem, this conceptually altered view postulated the role of the environment 

and society in disability formation (Borsay, 1986). A recognition that disability could be 

created or compounded by societies' failure to remove barriers to independence, was 

further shaped by a new World Health Organization (WHO) definition of disability 

(Jongbloed & Crichton, 1990). This pivotal definition added the dimension of handicap 

to that of impairment and disability - interpreting handicap as the social disadvantage 

experienced by persons with disabilities. Handicap was produced by obstacles in the 

social and physical environment and as such was amenable to corrective social policy. 

The institution, which fostered dependency in its inmates, was by definition a producer of 

handicap - a problem rather than a solution. In Canada, families of persons with 

developmental disabilities and advocacy coalitions lobbied for the responsibility for 

serving persons with disabilities to shift from health to social service departments to 

begin the re-framing of disability from a medical to a social-political issue (Roeher 

Institute, 1995). 
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In addition to these philosophical and political pressures, governments around the 

world in the late 1970's and 1980's were being forced to address the financial expense of 

institutions within the context of burgeoning public health and social service costs. Many 

of the principal large facilities in Canada and the U S had been built in the 1940's and 

1950's, after the second world war, and required major cash infusions just to keep them 

running safely, while the cost of rebuilding was prohibitive (Lord & Hearn, 1987). 

Alternatives to the expensive, centralized method of care provided in institutions were 

critically reviewed (Mitchell, Braddock & Hemp, 1990; O E C D , 1994; Roeher Institute, 

1995). The landmark Pennhurst Longitudinal Study indicated that community living 

options were more cost-effective than institutional supports, although other studies were 

less conclusive (Conroy & Bradley, 1985). Given such strong grass-roots support for 

deinstitutionalization, along with a belief that not only would a relatively vocal portion of 

the public (disability rights groups) be made happier, but potentially dollars could be 

saved, it was logical for governments to begin to adopt explicit policies in support of 

deinstitutionalization. 

Deinstutionalization in Canada and the United States 

It is noteworthy that deinstitutionalization principles, essentially imported from 

the U S , have been more readily implemented in Canada than the U S . In the U S , the 

interpretation of normalization and its offshoot theme of deinstitutionalization, was 

marked by the filing of lawsuits by persons with disabilities and their advocates, followed 

by the periodic enactment of public laws (Boschen & Crane, 1992; Pardeck & Chung, 

1992; Thompson, Porter & Hahrahan, 1988). The first of these public laws was the 

Rehabilitation Act of 1973, popularly known as the ' c iv i l rights of the handicapped act' 
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which promoted the cause of independent living (DeJong, 1979). Further enactment of 

public laws in the 1970's and 1980's, addressed equal access to education and community 

living rights issues. The culmination of these laws was the 1990 Americans with 

Disabilities Ac t ( A D A ) . The A D A was based on the position that Americans with 

disabilities had not historically received the same treatment as other citizens of the U S , 

and therefore their rights must be affirmed through judicial and legislative actions 

(Pardeck & Chung, 1992). In spite of the strong disability rights movement, resulting in 

laws enshrining the rights of disabled Americans, the US federal commitment to 

deinstitutionalization has been somewhat ambivalent compared to that of countries with a 

stronger sense of collective responsibility. In Sweden, for example, a landmark act in 

1986 required that all institutions be phased out completely by 1996, so that all Swedes 

with a developmental disability could live in community (Pedlar, 1990). Basically, the 

interpretation of American disability rights laws was left to the individual states, whose 

governing bodies may or may not have seen fit to follow a course of complete 

deinstitutionalization (White, 1995). 

Normalization theory found its way from Sweden to Canada via the U S in the 

1970's, where it evolved fairly quickly into the concept of "least restrictive alternative" as 

a policy goal for Canadians with disabilities (Crichton & Jongbloed, 1998; 

Wolfensberger, 1991). Canada's commitment to deinstitutionalization, while not as 

unequivocal as Sweden's, has been stronger and more unified than that of the American 

government's (Pedlar, 1990). It may be that this was due to the strength of the strategic 

interest group alliance that arose between provincial associations for community living 

(formed by all provinces except Quebec). This national advocacy coalition provided 
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direct and substantial pressure on both federal and provincial governments towards a 

guarantee of total deinstitutionalization for persons with developmental disabilities. 

Special interest groups have played a large part in shaping health care reform policy 

(Sabatier, 1993; Palmer & Short, 1989) and this trend is particularly evident in the push 

for deinstitutionalization in Canada. The Canadian Association for Community Liv ing 

( C A C L ) was formed in reaction to the institutionalization of Canadians with 

developmental disabilities. This broad-based group successfully challenged this status 

quo and the prevailing medical power structure, in their determination that all Canadians, 

regardless of physical or mental ability, have the opportunity to participate in community 

life (Roeher Institute, 1995). 

In 1991, the National Integration Strategy for Persons with Disabilities was 

developed, affirming the federal position on this issue ( H R D C , 1995). It included a 

transfer of federal dollars to six provinces to be used exclusively for deinstitutionalization 

although, unlike the Swedish pledge, no deadline was set. The money was intended to 

provide impetus to provinces to close their institutions - specifically to remove the 

financial disincentive of running two parallel service systems - one that is starting up and 

the other closing down. This strategy, philosophically compatible with community 

living, was also in line with the prevailing O E C D health care reform initiatives of 

regionalization and decentralization ( O E C D , 1994). 

Deinstitutionalization is congruent with the process of regionalization as people 

move from large facilities in major centres to homes in community, generally close to 

their families. Regionalization, the allocation of health care resources based on 

geography, was a central idea in health care reform (Ginzberg, 1977) and as ideally, 
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resources follow individuals in their move to community, it was also an important theme 

in deinstitutionalization. Persons moving from institutions must be supported in and by 

their new communities, and so along with the change in the physical location of their 

support services, there is frequently a concomitant devolution of healthcare responsibility 

to the new locale (Roeher Institute, 1995). In Canada, there is a historical commitment to 

regionalization and the provinces are implementing this policy in a non-uniform fashion. 

In B C , a commitment was made to regionalization, and along with this the intention to 

shift control of services for persons leaving institutions to their new home regions. 

The British Columbia Experience 

In his 1981 throne speech, the lieutenant governor of B C announced: 

M y government has developed a new approach for the care of the mentally 
handicapped. This involves a shift in emphasis from care in institution to a range 
of community-based options... . A l l members wi l l be pleased to learn that the 
president of the British Columbia Association for the Mentally Retarded 
( B C A M R ) has called this shift the strongest statement of support for the human 
rights of the mentally handicapped coming from any political official in Canada 
(BC, 1981). 

This speech encapsulated the political nature of deinstitutionalization in B C . The 

B C A M R - now the British Columbia Association for Community Liv ing ( B C A C L ) - had 

accomplished a crucial part of its mission. It had obtained a formal government promise 

to develop community supports, as an alternative to institutional l iving for British 

Columbians with developmental disabilities. Throughout the course of 

deinstutionalization in B C , the B C A C L , a coalition group broadly representing all 

persons with developmental disabilities in B C , continued their pressure on the provincial 

government to make good on their promise. They did not let up until all institutions in 

B C had closed, although this process was not always smooth. 
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Following on the 1981 B C government assertion, that provincial policy would 

henceforth promote community living for persons with developmental disabilities, an 

announcement was made in 1983 that the B C interior institution of Tranquille would be 

closed within two years. B y 1985 this closure was complete. Not all residents of 

Tranquille were moved into community homes however; persons deemed to be too 

severely disabled, medically fragile, or having problem behaviours, were slated for 

continued institutionalization at Glendale Lodge in Victoria. The government transferred 

the charge for these persons from the (social) Ministry of Human Resources (responsible 

for institutions for persons with a mental handicap) over to the (medical) Ministry of 

Health (responsible for the running of extended care units). This shifting of 

responsibility from the social to medical realm was based on a classification of 'extended 

care level' - a designation which essentially hinged on the ability to transfer (move from 

wheelchair to bed, etc.) independently (Lord & Hearn, 1987). 

When the word went out that 61 persons from Tranquille had been designated 

extended care level, which exempted them from moving out of institutions, there was 

great concern amongst community living advocacy groups. It was generally felt that 

there had been a breach of trust by government. This prompted the development of 

strategies to counter the perceived government tactic of retaining institutional options for 

persons with more severe developmental disabilities. Advocacy groups and family 

members publicly requested the Ombudsman Office to appeal the decision at the 

Supreme Court of B C . The Supreme Court refused to grant an injunction to stop the 

transfer to Glendale and so as a last desperate measure, a blockade to stop the transport of 

the 61 individuals was set up outside the grounds of Tranquille (Lord & Hearn, 1987). 
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This blockade, and candlelight vigils held around B C including on the grounds of 

Glendale, were symbolic gestures, as in reality it was known that the facilities needed in 

community to safely support the 61 individuals, did not yet exist. What was truly 

wanted, was for the government to promise not to reconfigure a vision of total 

deinstutionalization into a watered-down version, which reclassified some persons so 

they would remain in institutional care. The repercussions of this protest were profound, 

as it ultimately set the stage for the complete closure of Woodlands and Glendale, the two 

remaining institutions for persons with developmental disabilities in B C . 

In 1988, the Provincial Advisory Committee for Persons with Mental Handicaps 

(PAC) was created. P A C ' s mission was to provide an open, consultative forum between 

government, families and advocacy groups regarding the deinstutionalizatin "planning 

process, family participation, access to health services and service provider issues" (BC, 

1992). Three years later, after much collaboration with P A C , the Ministry of Social 

Services and Ministry of Health released a jointly developed document entitled Planning 

for the Future: A Proposal for People with Mental Handicaps ( B C . 1991). This pivotal 

'blue book' stated that Woodlands and Glendale would close in 1994, and outlined the 

network of services envisioned to support people in community. Some of these services 

already existed, but required augmentation, and some services referred to as the 'planned 

initiatives' were envisioned to meet the specialized health needs of persons leaving 

institutions. The services slated for development included; mental health teams to 

support individuals with challenging behaviours; professional nurse monitoring; home 

care nursing and rehabilitation therapy; residential support for persons requiring access to 

24 hour nursing judgment and care; and finally, specialized health services, including 
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dental hygiene, assessment and training for persons with a visual impairment, and seating 

clinics. The proposal invited participation in a consultation process to formulate a 

detailed action plan, and the P A C entered into an extensive period of collaboration with 

the various stakeholders, submitting recommendations back to government one year later 

(BC, 1992). One of the recommendations was for the striking of a cross-ministry, 

institution, family and advocacy group committee to guide the last stage of institutional 

downsizing. This Transition Steering Committee (TSC) became responsible for guiding 

the development of community supports, collaboratively determined to be critical to 

health, safety and quality of life in community for persons with severe developmental 

disabilities and complicating health problems. Sub-projects were undertaken to develop 

the services described in the 1991 proposal, as well as some newly identified service 

needs including conflict resolution, acute health care access (emergency rooms and 

hospital care), dysphagia and nutrition and augmentative communication ( B C , 1993; B C , 

1994, Apri l ) . Specialized seating services remained on the table, but because other 

services were considered more urgent, work on this area was the last to be initiated by the 

T S C . 

Planning for services and policy development continued parallel to the gradual 

downsizing of Woodlands and Glendale. People moved out in groups of four to eight, to 

community homes across B C . A number of residential models were adopted including 

the eight person co-location model for persons identified as requiring 24 hour nursing 

supervision. From 1981 to 1995, the number of persons living in institutions dropped 

from 1, 517 to 115 and almost all of these people had moved into community ( B C , 1995, 

Dec ) . Finally in A p r i l , 1996 the last residents moved out of Glendale, including those 
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individuals who had moved there from Tranquille, ten years before. On October 21, 

1996, the last two people living in Woodlands moved to their new homes in the 

community. Their departure made B C the first province in Canada to close its 

institutions for persons with developmental disabilities ( B C A C L , 1996). Without 

fanfare, a remarkable sociological phenomenon had occurred: Deinstitutionalization was 

complete, and total community living had begun in B C . 

Policy Principles to Support Community Liv ing 

The P A C , early in their mandate, developed a set of core service principles 

designed to inform policy-making and shape services for persons with developmental 

disabilities l iving in community. These eleven principles were adopted by the T S C in 

1992 and were ratified by Cabinet and formally written into the Ministry of Social 

Services policy ( B C , 1994). Intended to entrench the rights of persons with 

developmental disabilities and provide a mechanism to ensure that all service providers 

would have a collective understanding of service expectations, the principles included: 

1. respect for the individual 

2. personal service planning 

3. self-determination 

4. family involvement 

5. maximizing environmental choices 

6. maximizing independence and growth 

7. community inclusion 

8. quality of life 
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9. community partnership 

10. generic services 

11. conflict resolution 

These principles were to act as signposts, informing and directing policy makers 

and service providers. Where change was desired, they were to provide the basis for 

informed debate - "the seed-bed from which more policy-options wi l l grow when they are 

needed" (Donnison, 1981, p. 244). They were incorporated into the proposed seating 

service delivery model for adults with developmental disabilities in B C . 

The Development of the British Columbia Seating Network (BCSNB 

In January, 1996, the T S C contracted with two consultants (including the author) to 

propose a seating service delivery model for adults with developmental disabilities in B C . 

This was the last of the specialized health service planned initiatives, originally identified 

in the 'blue book' ( B C , 1991), that was addressed by the T S C . Planning and 

implementation of the other services had already begun, downsizing was near 

completion, and the T S C directed their attention to laying the groundwork for provincial 

seating services. 

The project scope was substantial - to determine the seating needs and preferences 

of 700 wheelchair users throughout B C ; to review existing provincial seating services, 

and their ability to meet these needs; and finally to meld this information into an optimal, 

service delivery model. Project objectives were achieved through three consecutive 

phases, culminating in the submission of the final report to the T S C on June 26, 1997 

(Chisholm & Roxborough, 1997). 
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As one of the researchers and developers of the B C S N , I have an intimate 

knowledge of this project. For the purposes of this research (qualitatively validating the 

model and investigating the context of deinstitutionalization and community living 

services development), I w i l l discuss the B C S N mainly in terms of client classification 

and client and therapist preferences as these stakeholder groups wi l l be asked to 

participate in the current study. I w i l l also explain the actual model structure and give 

examples as to how it could work in different situations. I w i l l not go too deeply into the 

review of existing seating resources as I do not return to this group for model validation. 

Instead, I w i l l touch on the activities of the second phase as much as is necessary to 

substantiate model development. I w i l l provide the context for the third stakeholder 

group, government administrators, by further analyzing the politics and policy trends at 

play during the final phase of deinstitutionalization and the development of the B C S N . 

The B C S N project report does not address the preferences of this third, pivotal group of 

stakeholders, except in very general terms as they are expressed as overarching principles 

for community living. A l l information found in this section about the B C S N is contained 

in the project report (Chisholm & Roxborough, 1997). 

Phase 1 of the B C S N 

A ) Classification of Client Seating Needs 

In the first phase, a literature review shaped classification of the seating needs of 

the target population within the domains of seating complexity, technology requirements, 

service frequency, seating urgency and related service requirements. Structured interview 

and survey of the occupational and physiotherapists supporting the target population in 

community were used to obtain the data, which were compiled both provincially and over 
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eleven geographic regions through the spring of 1996. In all B C regions, except the 

major urban centres of Vancouver, Fraser Valley and Victoria, all clients were classified 

to ensure accurate regional needs were known, however in the urban centres where the 

majority of participants lived, a 50% sampling was undertaken. 

The classification system was intended to delineate overall service needs, rather 

then to provide specific information about each client. It was created to meet the unique 

requirements of the project. The final project report stated that "since the overall goal of 

the classification survey was to define service delivery needs, the focus of the search was 

to discover linkages between client seating characteristics and service delivery features" 

(Chisholm & Roxborough, 1997, p. 6). Although frameworks were found which 

classified seating by severity (Letts, Rang & Treadwell, 1985), or type of technology 

required (Hobson & Trefler, 1984), these seating characteristics were not related to 

elements of service delivery. 

The classification system, which determined the broad categories of mild, 

moderate and high seating complexity, was based on the domains of seating which could 

impact on service delivery. These areas included client age, sitting ability, orthopedic 

deformity, skin condition, respiratory function, swallowing abilities, use of augmentative 

communication aids, attributes of their current seating and mobility system, and the stated 

urgency and frequency of need for service at the time of the survey. 

The rationale for using these categories as indicators of service delivery need was 

summarily addressed, referring to supporting literature on each of the domains. Client 

age was considered important in order to be able to project future needs. This premise 

was substantiated by studies on the effect of aging on orthopedic status, respiratory 
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problems (Eyman, Grossman, Chaney & Cal l , 1990) and skin fragility (Adl in 1993) for 

persons with more severe developmental disabilities. It was found that the clients ranged 

in age from 19 to 70, with the majority in the 30 to 55 year grouping. Both pressure and 

respiratory risk were reported higher in the 55 and over category while augmentative 

communication use, not surprisingly, was highest in the group under age 30. 

The ability to sit independently, with increasing levels of postural support - from 

independent sitter to unplaceable (meaning unable to attain a seated posture with any . 

amount of support) - was considered meaningful to service delivery. This was because, 

the more postural support that was required, the more complex the seating and mobility 

base technology, and the skills needed to prescribe and construct these. Complex 

mobility bases and custom seating were needed for persons unable to sit without full 

body support, or to sit at all (Bergen & Presperin, 1990; Fraser, Hensinger & Phelps, 

1990; Hardwick, 1996). Over half of the surveyed clients required additional postural 

supports in order to sit in a wheelchair. 

The researchers considered the level of orthopedic deformity, whether fixed or 

flexible, as a determining factor in complexity. Fixed deformity required accommodative 

seating technology using poured-foam technologies (Trefler, Hobson, Johnson-Taylor, 

Monahan & Shaw, 1993; Letts, 1991). The presence of deformity was also used as an 

indicator of the need for the related services of orthopedics (Tredwell & Roxborough, 

1991) and orthotics (Minkel , 1993). One third of the clients had severe deformity, 

marking the need for custom molded seating. Few clients had seen an orthopedic 

specialist (only 12%) but given the level of deformity this service need was likely greater 

then that number would indicate. Fifteen percent of clients used orthotics services. 
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Skin condition, particularly a history of pressure sores or predisposing conditions, 

was reviewed. Seating and positioning interventions are an accepted intervention for 

pressure problems (Hobson, 1989; Zollars, 1992). Factors listed in the Braden Scale 

(Braden & Bergstrom ,1988) as predictive of pressure problems such as sensation, 

presence of moisture, mobility and nutritional status were graded. The proposed seating 

service would have to have the ability to respond quickly - accurately determining the 

level of need and implementing preventive, as well as curative, measures. More than half 

(65%) of the respondents had high pressure risk which had serious implications for 

health, and highlighted the importance of preventative education in a seating program, as 

well as clinical and technical expertise. 

Respiratory function was recorded, as it can be affected by body positioning (Ross 

& Dean, 1992) and seating has been shown to improve some aspects of respiration 

(Nwaobi, 1986). One implication of respiratory compromise, is the need for accurate 

assessment of the impact of position on arterial oxygenation - a reliable, objective 

indicator of overall respiratory function (Chisholm & Evans, 1996). Seating services for 

a population at high risk for respiratory problems must have access to tools such as pulse 

oximeters to help accurately assess, and to refine intervention. A potential for respiratory 

complications was found in one third of the population. This proportion was somewhat 

lower than expected when compared to the reported incidence of dysphagia (a potential 

cause of respiratory problems) at over half. 

It was considered important to know whether or not clients had dysphagia 

(swallowing problems) or gastroesophageal reflux. Seating and positioning can play an 

important role in the conservative management of these problems (Hardwick, 1996). 
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Dysphagia with aspiration has been found to be a common condition in persons with 

severe cerebral palsy, and this can be life-threatening (Eyman, Grossman, Chaney & Cal l , 

1990). The existence of dysphagia in clients indicated the need for access to this 

complementary specialized health service, and was a factor in determining overall seating 

complexity. In another TSC-generated provincial study, Gervais (1996) stated that 

statistics collected at Glendale between 1992 and 1995 indicated a dysphagia incidence of 

up to 58% for the remaining residents. The B C S N survey results for the target population 

of persons with developmental disabilities using wheelchairs were very similar at 59%. 

A significant number of persons with developmental disabilities who require 

wheelchair seating also use augmentative communication (Quanbury & Huish, 1991). 

The mounting technology used to mount communication devices on wheelchairs was 

considered within the scope of a seating service. Positioning the client to optimize 

communication is a factor in a comprehensive seating assessment (McEwan, 1992). The 

service model would have to have linkages to augmentative communication services and 

ideally would incorporate joint assessment opportunities. Augmentative communication 

aids were used by 17 % of people surveyed. The authors noted that this percentage was 

not reflective of overall communication needs for this group, as the focus was on the use 

of technical aids requiring interface between the user and their wheelchair. 

The type of seating and mobility systems being used by the client at the time of 

the survey tended to indicate overall seating complexity with reasonable accuracy. 

Persons who required custom seating technology such as poured foam, carved foam or 

specially constructed mobility bases often have a high complexity combination of seating 

characteristics. Almost one third of clients were using custom molded systems. Less 
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than half of the clients surveyed were using standard wheelchairs, with the remainder 

using wheelchairs with some extra feature, usually tilt in space technology. 

Primary therapists stated that 40% of their clients should have access to seating 

consultation twice a year; 30% once a year and the group with the highest needs should 

be seen every three months. They stated that well over half of their clients should have 

seating input within six months. Those clients who had seating done just prior to moving 

to community were the least in need - usually requiring further seating in over 18 months. 

A n equation determined overall seating complexity for each client surveyed. 

Classification results, based on a 50% sampling of the target population of 700, indicated 

that 28%o of the population had high complexity needs, 57% had medium and 14% had 

low complexity seating needs. 

Persons classified high complexity required specialized, clinical and technical 

supports, not usually available through any of the typical community health resources. A 

collaborative, interdisciplinary approach to seating was required by persons with these 

intricate seating needs. 

B) Client Preferences 

Clients were asked for input around development of their seating services. A one 

page form was enclosed with the classification survey which could be filled out by the 

client or a delegate. Questions pertained to satisfaction with the fit and function of their 

current seating system and the method of obtaining that system as well as their preferred 

location for seating services. Features of a service delivery system - accessibility 

(physical and geographic), range of options, ongoing support, coordination with other 
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services, individualized/flexible services, state of the art technology - were ranked from 

one to seven. The return rate for these forms was 130 out of a possible 318. 

Most clients reported that they were satisfied with their current seating system and 

the method by which they received it. More than half of the respondents preferred 

exclusively in-home service. Comments were made indicating the importance of 

assessing in the natural environment. The remainder of respondents indicated that they 

would like services to be located in community or a combination of home and a local site 

with only 2% marking a preference for a regionally available service. It was notable that 

no clients selected the provincial site option. 

In the rank-order section, clients placed individualized/flexible service, 

accessibility and ongoing support as the three most important features overall although 

there were several comments to the effect that all the listed features were very important. 

There were some interesting regional variations as well. For example, Vancouver 

residents prized 'state of the art seating' over accessibility whereas in the Peace River 

region, 'timeliness' and 'coordination' were marked high, reflecting two quite different 

situations. 

Many clients and their advocates took the opportunity to comment on services 

they had received - what worked and what should be done differently. A few recurrent 

themes were noted: Timeliness was a problem for both service provision and funding 

approval ("living in a rural area has its disadvantages when it comes to getting things 

accomplished quickly; "process exceedingly slow"; "needs a chair and waiting for over 

a year and half - funding part of holdup"). 
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The need to have services based in home or community was emphasized ("having 

the service at home gives me a comfortable place to be, makes sure I am relaxed and 

more than one of my support workers can give input"; "therapist and equipment dealer 

were out of town and there were many problems; "Therapists should see client in daily 

activity setting especially where client non-verbal"; "I thought it was great that they 

brought chairs for me to try at home"). Clients often had strong loyalties to local service 

providers ("Keep therapist as resource!"; " . . .expertise and high standards of therapist 

were very much appreciated") and expressed appreciation for specialized seating services 

(".. .must utilize specialist expertise for all facets of individual's needs"; "People should 

be experts in each specialty") 

The importance of a collaborative team approach was noted ("A team approach 

helps ensure benefit to all client systems"; " A team that can come together to address 

specific concerns can ensure that what's done for one need won't hinder another"). 

Some respondents were strong in their disapproval of services they had received 

(T felt like what did it matter i f seating no good, the therapist didn't feel the client was 

deserving of better - they said that these people don't live long" ; "process very 

frustrating, unclear, too many government ministry departments involved - local, 

provincial, etc.; "; "felt the product had already been stipulated prior to beginning"; "We 

had to take what they decided although they had never seen client until the day they put 

the pieces together... and in the end it was a 'dog' of a system we got"). Clients wanted 

to be able to make choices ("Our concern as advocates is that client has the opportunity to 

make a choice of the best qualified, experienced professionals, who are well versed in 
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client's unique needs"; "I think that group homes should be able to deal with other 

seating therapists than those available at..."). 

It was clear that respondents had some definite opinions about seating and 

mobility services and that they understood the importance of appropriate wheelchair 

seating. Clients took the opportunity to air their thoughts and concerns and this in itself 

was revealing, as it indicated a willingness to take an active role in the development and 

refinement of their own services. 

C) Therapist Preferences 

Occupational and physiotherapists who completed the classification survey were 

also asked to provide information about seating service delivery preferences. The strong 

interest in the topic was evidenced by both the rate of response (47 out of 49 possible 

respondents) and the depth of the commentary. Most of the respondents were 

community-based therapists; many worked for the Health Services for Community 

Liv ing ( H S C L ) program, which provides rehabilitation services for persons with 

developmental disabilities in B C . The Woodlands and Glendale seating therapists also 

completed the survey. 

There were some significant parallels between client and therapist preferences: 

most therapists also preferred to have client seating services delivered in home or 

community and none chose the provincial site option, although several also felt that a 

regional site might be appropriate. 

When asked what role they would like to play in the seating process, the majority 

chose 'direct service provider with access to specialized seating resource support'. The 

second most frequent choice was 'coordinator of overall service with input into final 
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product'. Few therapists either wanted to perform the whole process on their own or 

conversely to give over responsibility to an outside resource. Therapists expressed 

interest in fulfilling a variety of roles dependent on their experience and the complexity of 

their clients. They did not want to be locked into a single role - preferring rather to work 

within their confidence zone - gradually expanding this through education, mentoring and 

experience. Almost all therapists wanted local control of seating services, regardless of 

the need for specialized clinical or technical services. 

A l l respondents indicated that their clients required access to seating resources. 

The resource which was most valued was information. Access to clinical and technical 

consultation around more complex clients was also rated highly. Therapists stated that a 

seating resource should be able to supply equipment for assessment and trial. 

Several themes arose in the comments section of the survey. Therapists 

apparently felt strongly (as did clients) about the importance of assessing in the client's 

natural environment ("the seating process works best in client's home"; "important to see 

in own environment with opportunity to include family, etc. in process"; "I am a strong 

believer in seating/mobility provision in home"; "Traveling upsets clients and gives 

inaccurate impressions"). 

Participating therapists, clearly also wanted to be able to draw on resources 

dependent on client complexity ("I would use the resource for clients who require custom 

seating, the rest I can manage"; " i f the client does not require complex seating then I may 

only use the resource for up-to-date ideas"; "less involvement required where there are 

less involved seating needs"; "dependent on severity of problem - complex seating best 

addressed by specialist, simpler needs can be managed with existing resources"; "I would 
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appreciate the freedom to decide when and to what degree outside resources are required 

rather than having it outlined in policy"). 

The need for mentoring and education to build skills incrementally, although not 

as dominant a theme as 'dependent on complexity', was still significant ("I have furthered 

my continuing education through these consultations"; "dissemination of information 

would reduce need for outreach services"; " . . .being able to gain experience in working 

with complex seating clients"; "I envision a broad education role for the seating resource" 

"It would be possible to build my own skills through working closely with the seating 

therapist"; "I see the role of seating resource as not just provision of seating, but training 

of local therapists"; " . . .the overall benefit is that the primary therapist gradually gains 

expertise/confidence thereby requiring less, and more selective, input over time - a 

mentoring approach"). 

In the last section, therapists were asked to communicate their vision for seating 

services in their region. Most therapists tended to favour a local site with access to 

outside resources and personnel using a consultative format. One therapist expressed this 

as; " M y vision is consultation from the seating specialist to me, the generalist therapist, 

with a collaborative process and education of the generalist, gradually leading me into 

doing more difficult seating. There needs to be lots of flexibility so that the primary 

therapist can draw the degree of seating support they require for their client". 

Therapists who used specialist consultative services were very positive about this 

feature: "In the lower mainland, therapists have access to specialist resources. Outside 

this area there is a huge void. It would benefit therapists i f a formal method of 

networking for seating was established so they could access seating clinical specialists. 
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This would increase knowledge base, decrease frustration, improve seating provision and 

provide a method to exchange ideas"; " A s a primary therapist, I often rely on the 

expertise of seating specialists to prescribe complicated systems.. .seating is an ongoing 

issue and the primary therapist must be able to maintain effective follow-up and pull in 

the seating resource as necessary"; "I have been extremely pleased with the assistance I 

have received from (seating therapist).. .and appreciate their openness in including me in 

all levels of the process and teaching me". 

Another theme which surfaced was the fact that this population's needs were 

unique, and that it was not enough to have access to a seating specialist i f that individual 

did not also have direct experience working with persons with severe developmental 

disabilities. 

Therapists considered the feasibility of an outreach van being used for areas with 

scant resources. The possibility of this being coordinated provincially was also raised by 

several therapists, as was the idea of a provincial seating communication network. 

Several respondents cited an inter-regional network with resource sharing as a preferred 

method, with services provided locally and parity between regions. One therapist stated 

"in the past seating providers (province-wide) have operated in a very insular manner 

with minimal exchange of resources and opportunity to learn from each other. It is 

important to change this prevailing attitude in order to foster quality and equity between 

regions". 

Along with the goal of inter-regional equity, the importance of not cutting off any 

other population groups from a potentially beneficial new service was raised. One 

therapist commented that it was "important to ensure that persons with mental handicap 
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continue to receive services but these (regional seating) centres should be accessible to all 

seating clients". The sense was that information should be shared; not only across 

regional boundaries but also across disability populations and funding programs. 

Phase II of the B C S N 

In the second phase of the project, existing seating resources were described. In 

order to develop the necessary survey tool, a literature review was undertaken to identify 

the salient features of a seating service delivery model. The five key features gleaned 

from this review included safety, accessibility, continuity, appropriateness/effectiveness 

and efficiency. These features were used to develop technical and clinical resource 

survey tools. 

Out of a possible total of 20 clinical or combined clinical and technical resource 

surveys, 16 were completed fully and two, partially. Out of a possible total of 10 purely 

technical surveys, two were partially and six, fully completed for a total response_number 

of 24. A l l of the major regional or provincial technical resources for high complexity 

seating completed the survey. 

It was found that many of the necessary seating service delivery components 

existed within the province, but regions were inconsistently covered. While there were 

individuals and organizations with extensive clinical expertise in the delivery of complex 

seating, this expertise was not available to clients in all regions because of a lack of 

awareness, mandate barriers and funding limitations. Similarly, a fund of knowledge and 

experience in custom seating technology was found but this asset was not well utilized. 
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In addition to similar barriers as for clinical supports, there was a competition factor 

evident in technical resources which hampered the free flow of information. 

In essence, while bits and pieces of a good seating service system existed, there 

was no underlying structure to bind these into any kind of comprehensive whole which 

would ensure that adults with developmental disabilities all over B C could access the 

type and level of seating support which the classification survey showed they needed. 

Phase III of the B C S N 

A ) Synthesis of Data 

In the final phase, the model was generated by the researchers Chisholm and 

Roxborough (1997) based on information gathered in the first two phases. Population 

need was determined via the classification survey. It was estimated that there were 700 

adults with developmental disabilities across B C who required seating and mobility 

services. Depending on a combination of personal and technology characteristics, clients 

seating needs were categorized into low, medium or high complexity. Clients with low 

complexity needs could sit independently or with basic seat and back only, had no 

complicating health issues, and used a basic manual or power wheelchair. Approximately 

100 persons were designated as having low complexity seating needs. 

Persons with medium complexity seating needs had one or fewer related health 

issues, required commercial seating systems and some additional wheelchair features. 

There were 400 people in the target population of 700 who had medium complexity 

seating needs. 

A high complexity designation indicated the presence of complex health issues 

(two or more of dysphagia, respiratory involvement or pressure problems), the need for 
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complex custom-molded positioning systems and/or the use of customized power 

mobility access (access system other than hand-operated joystick). The classification 

survey indicated that 200 clients had high complexity seating needs. 

Client and therapist preferences were analyzed to extract dominant themes and 

service delivery priorities. Clients and their care providers indicated strong preferences 

for accessible, locally delivered service, along with a desire for a flexible, individualized 

approach and the ability to make choices. Therapists also wanted local control and 

delivery of service and, most importantly, the ability to fulfill a variety of roles in the 

seating process dependent on complexity of client need. Most therapists indicated a 

desire to incrementally upgrade their skills through a mentorship relationship with 

clinical specialists. 

Analysis of the strengths of existing resources indicated that within the H S C L 

rehabilitation program, most therapists would be able and wil l ing to provide services for 

clients with low to medium complexity needs, especially i f information and equipment 

resources were made available as well as additional time for the seating process. Very 

few primary therapists felt that they had the experience to be the sole seating resource for 

persons in their catchment area who had a high complexity seating classification. Service 

gaps existed in areas where there was no primary therapist available - usually due to 

recruitment difficulties. 

Within the province there were individuals with extensive clinical expertise in 

high complexity seating. This expertise was not available to all regions of B C however, 

because of lack of awareness, funding limitations and mandate barriers. Seating 

technicians, experienced in custom-molding technology and unique seating and mobility 
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base component engineering, were mainly situated in the lower mainland and provided 

outreach at their own discretion as requested. 

Core model principles were adapted from Ministry of Health policy framework on 

designated populations ( B C Ministry of Health, 1995) as well as from T S C community 

living principles and the key service delivery themes identified in the first two phases of 

the project. It was determined that the service delivery model should promote: 

1. The concept of community living which places the client in the position of directing 

services and care and which promotes inclusion (based on the previously listed T S C 

principles of service delivery for persons with developmental disabilities living in 

community) 

2. Effective, timely, equitable and sensitive service access. 

3. Effective service and product choices through access to information and regular 

evaluation of services. 

4. Consultation and involvement of clients in the design, implementation and evaluation 

of the service 

5. A n integrated and coordinated system of services. 

Client needs, client and therapist preferences, characteristics of existing seating 

resources and core principles were all used to shape the optimal service delivery model 

(Chisholm & Roxborough, 1997). 

B) B C S N Description 

The proposed model of seating service delivery was a province-wide resource 

sharing network. This network was envisioned as an inter-linked system of individuals, 

agencies and resources sharing an interest in providing seating and mobility services for 
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persons with developmental disabilities. Based on the concept of the 'boundaryless 

organization' (Gilmore, T., Hirschhorn, L . & 0 Connor, M . , 1994 ) and so able to 

contract and expand with changing needs, it was designed to achieve coordination, 

integration of service and continuity of care. Intended to be underpinned by the existing 

H S C L rehab program and further supported by a range of defined resources, the network 

would provide the type and level of support required and determined by the client and 

their primary therapist. A conceptual model of the B C S N is provided in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: B C S N Model of Service Delivery 
Illustrating links between range of resources, coordinator, 

community therapist and client (Chisholm & Roxborough, 1997) 

Clinical 

Technical 

Facilities 

Educat ion - * 

Equipment""*; 

information 
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The B C S N was to have a central coordinator/developer who would establish the 

network (with the help of information systems specialists), link users of the service with 

the appropriate resources and provide ongoing coordination of the development, 

operation and evaluation activities of the network. The coordinator was to be placed 

within the existing H S C L structure and a role description and prioritized 

recommendations for start-up were developed and included in the appendix of the report. 

The shared resources of the B C S N were to include information, clinical expertise, 

technical expertise, equipment, facilities and education. The hub of the information set of 

resources was to be an Internet site. From this access point, members of the B C S N 

would be able to find about new technology, clinical practice issues, quality assurance 

systems, research findings, transportation issues, education venues, equipment issues and 

related resources (Chisholm & Roxborough, 1997). 

A pool of specialized seating clinicians and seating technologists was to be 

established by the network coordinator. Located province-wide, these resources were to 

have a demonstrated ability to provide seating for clients with high complexity seating 

needs. Selection was to be based on qualifications, willingness and demonstrated ability 

to follow a defined consulting process and to measure and document outcomes. A 

funding formula determined the dollars required to provide high complexity clients with 

specialized clinical and technical supports, including professional fees and travel but not 

including the cost of equipment as this was (and is) a separate funding issue. Guidelines 

for inclusion were included in the appendix of the B C S N report (Chisholm & 

Roxborough, 1997). 
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The other resources of the B C S N were to be education, equipment and facilities. 

A directory of assessment and trial equipment was to be established and maintained by 

the coordinator. Potential facilities for sharing among network members included 

physical space, an outreach van and various community resources. Education was to 

include formal events, mentoring and a partnership with the university to provide 

opportunity for a reciprocal flow of information. 

Development and ongoing operation of the B C S N were to be guided by a broadly 

representative advisory committee, with the day to day operation managed by the 

provincial coordinator with administrative support. Members of the B C S N advisory 

committee were to include the network coordinator, consumers and families, therapists 

across B C , tertiary providers, health service planners and evaluators, rehabilitation 

equipment suppliers, community living advocacy groups, equipment funders, Ministry 

for Children and Families and Ministry of Health. 

C) Network Function 

Clients and other network members were to have access to a continuum of 

resources dependent on their needs and preferences (see Figure 1). The direction and 

coordination for each client was to occur locally with the therapist drawing on network 

resources at the desired level on the continuum of support. 

The following examples illustrate how people in the target population living 

across B C might differentially utilize the B C S N : ~ 

E X A M P L E 1: A young man with low complexity seating needs living in a town in the 

North West of B C contacts his H S C L therapist to request a new wheelchair. This 

primary therapist meets with the client and performs an assessment (this assessment was. 
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originally provided through a B C S N education session). It is determined that the client 

has low complexity seating needs which can be met by the therapist working with a local 

wheelchair supplier. Both therapist and client review product information via the B C S N 

information network. The primary therapist provides all aspects of seating process. The 

client provides feedback on the prescribed wheelchair to the wheelchair manufacturer and 

other network members via a chat group on the network. 

E X A M P L E 2: A woman living in the Fraser Valley, her primary therapist and support 

network identify that a new seating and mobility system is required. The woman has 

medium complexity seating needs - a history of pressure sores, with no other 

complicating health issues; can sit with moderate postural support; no deformities. The 

client reviews product options with her therapist - accessing information through the 

network. The therapist decides to review her findings and thoughts on what equipment to 

trial with a clinical specialist and the coordinator provides a link with a local clinical 

resource. After phone consultation, the therapist proceeds to implement equipment trials, 

prescription and fitting of the system. A s a further check, she faxes her letter of 

justification to the clinical resource for a confirmation of the final selection and rationale. 

E X A M P L E 3: A 50 year old man living in the Okanagan has multiple health problems 

including dysphagia, respiratory, orthopedic and pressure problems. The client is seated 

in a 4 year old foam in box system on a modified wheelchair. His primary therapist has 

experience in medium complexity seating and is interested in building her skil l base. She 

contacts the coordinator who links her with an appropriate clinical specialist. 

On the first phone contact, the specialist suggests linking with the dysphagia 

resource prior to the seating assessment and also ensures that there has been a relatively 
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recent orthopedic consult and the X-rays can be made available. The need for specialized 

technical support is identified and a resource selected from the area. The clinical and 

technical specialists submit cost estimates to the coordinator and funding is established in 

conjunction with other regional requests for similar services. Several clients in the region 

are grouped by the coordinator in order to make the outreach visits more cost-effective. 

On the first outreach visit, the seating specialist performs an assessment with the 

primary therapist in the client's home. Together they specify the custom seating system 

with the outreach seating technician and local wheelchair dealer. The primary therapist 

submits the equipment request. The outreach team reviews other individuals with high 

seating needs in the area . A second visit is planned to perform the custom seating 

fabrication once all is approved for funding and the wheelchair arrives. 

On the second visit, the seating is provided and follow-up plans established with 

the primary therapist. Follow-up and caregiver training is provided by the primary 

therapist with further phone consultation with the clinical specialist. In collaboration 

with the local wheelchair dealer, the seating technician provides warranty information 

and instructions on maintenance of equipment. Both the primary therapist and the local 

equipment dealer build their skil l level through this process. 

D) Status of the B C S N 

On June 26, 1997 a final presentation was made to the T S C . The concept of the 

B C S N was endorsed by the members - in the final report it was stated that "support for 

this concept is wide-spread. There is commitment by the T S C to always utilize primary 

local resources first" (Chisholm & Roxborough, 1997, p. 72). Funding was verbally 

committed for the operating budget of just under $500,000.00 per year with additional 
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start-up costs of $75,000.00. This included a budget of $280,000.00 annually to be 

attached to the high complexity clients as a group in order to fund the specialized clinical 

and technical support. 

The information package developed in the final phase (Chisholm & Roxborough, 

1997 Appendix K ) was distributed to all H S C L therapists in September, 1997. In 

February, 1998 a request for proposals for inclusion as a clinical or technical specialist in 

the B C S N went out and a number of seating resources responded. Through 1998, the 

B C S N was shelved, then briefly revived in an abbreviated form with shared funding 

between M C F and Health in early 1999. However, as of June, 1999, with cuts to funding 

in M C F , the possibility of implementation in any form was again vetoed, (personal 

communication, June, 1999). 

Politics and Policy Trends Influencing Government Administrators - the Third 

Stakeholder Group 

It has been suggested that " in analyzing policy-making we ought to pay much 

more attention to the policy-deliverers: the power exerted by those who interpret and 

implement decisions" (Klein, 1981, p. 100). In general, policy-making is held to be an 

incremental process, based on commonly held values and beliefs. Small changes are 

better tolerated than sweeping reform, and the importance of underlying organizational 

structure and inherent bureaucratic politics cannot be underestimated. The concept of 

deinstitutionalization itself required a paradigmatic shift in the way we view society's 

responsibility to persons with mental handicaps, but once this new policy direction had 
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been instituted in B C , decisionmaking continued along routine paths within a well 

established hierarchical organization. 

A t the same time that the T S C set the B C S N project in motion (December, 1995), 

they were concurrently involved with several other pressing deinstitutionalization 

projects including the Health Care Access project (intended to identify and then address 

barriers to front-line medical care for persons with severe developmental disabilities), 

specialized dental and dysphagia support (BC, 1995, July) and the 'Creative Alternatives' 

project which addressed alternate housing and support practices (McKinnon, Jamieson & 

Schmidt, 1996). Glendale was due to close imminently, in the Spring of 1996 and 

Woodlands to follow in the fall. 

The 'realignment' process which began on October 1, 1994 was also in full swing 

and administrators (including some members of the TSC) , service providers and 

consumers were immersed in the process of consolidating provincial government services 

for people with multiple disabilities (BC, 1996). Services provided by the Ministry of 

Health's Services for Community Liv ing (SfCL) were to be shifted to the Ministry of 

Social Services and amalgamated with the much larger Services for People with a Mental 

Handicap ( S P M H ) program. The S f C L program, originally conceived as a result of the 

political fallout from the closure of Tranquille (where 61 individuals were moved to 

another institution rather than to community) had a mandate of providing community 

supports for persons with severe multiple disabilities. People supported by this program 

purportedly received 'richer' services than those supported by S P M H . Within S f C L , 

there was enhanced funding for equipment and the ability to contract specialized 

professional supports. S fCL service coordinators had a much smaller caseload then 
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social workers affiliated with other programs for persons with developmental disabilities. 

This merger would have a large impact on the type and level of community services 

available to people moving from institutions and so was a matter of great concern to all 

stakeholders in deinstitutionalization in B C . 

B y the time that the final report on the B C S N was submitted, a new ministry had 

been created and Adult Community Liv ing Services (the amalgamation of S f C L and 

S P M H ) had been rather quixotically placed in the brand new Ministry for Children and 

Family ( M C F ) . Since the overriding mission of M C F was to protect children at risk, this 

was not a move likely to keep the community support needs of adults with developmental 

disabilities, high on the priority scale. 

Enthusiasm for community living was also moderated by the cost of providing 

health care in B C . Health care services accounted for about one third of government 

spending and had risen a phenomenal 70% from 1987 to 1993, partly as a result of 

reductions in transfer payments from the federal government and also due to increased 

costs in the health care sector (Blum, 1994). The B C government was very concerned 

with limiting burgeoning health care expenditures. A key piece of health care reform to 

reverse this alarming trend was the announced intention by the Ministry of Health in 

1993, of shifting a large portion of services from acute-care hospitals to community-

based programs (Roeher Institute, 1994). This policy thrust seemed to fit well with the 

commitment made to British Columbians that dollars used to support persons with 

developmental disabilities in institution would follow them into community in the form 

of funding for appropriate services. However, the specter of fewer dollars being available 
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once downsizing was complete and the sense of urgency created by this process had 

receded, was ubiquitous. (MacKinnon, Jamieson & Schmidt, 1996). 

Services to support and enhance community living were a priority. Those 

services which could be labeled as critical safeguards to health were the most valued and 

therefore the most likely to be pushed to the front and survive any future cutbacks. Some 

individuals involved in the process worried that persons with complex medical needs 

would use up limited financial resources, taking an unfair share from those with more 

ordinary support needs. The question "how much money are we wil l ing to spend on 

community l iv ing" was raised with regards to provision of specialized services and was 

linked to the equally challenging question of just how far (financially and in terms of 

perceived risk) stakeholders were will ing to go in order to see universal community living 

in B C (MacKinnon, 1992). 

The use of generic versus specialized services in community was a controversial 

topic. One of the 11 principles of service for adults with a mental handicap stated: 

"10. Generic Services: Services wi l l be based on the use of generic services 
which are available to all citizens. These wi l l be adapted as necessary to meet the 
needs of people with mental handicaps. Only i f universal services cannot be 
adapted, w i l l specialized services be developed by the generic service system. 
This w i l l assist the integration of people into the community." (BC, 1992, August 
p. 4) 

The generic versus specialized professional services debate swirled around the 

development of professional services to support community living (MacKinnon, 1992; 

Jamieson, 1994). On the one side, advocates for generic services perceived selective 

services as discriminatory, possibly even stigmatizing and certainly counter to 

normalization principles. Proponents for generic services spoke of the dangers of having 
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'Cadil lac ' services for persons with developmental disabilities. They stated such a 

situation would be perceived as unfair by other community members and could provoke 

resentment - a poor starting point for integration. Contradicting this view, cautionary 

voices on the specialized side of the debate spoke of safeguarding institutional funds 

necessary to ensure the safety and ultimate success of community living. They pointed 

out the lack of readiness in community to meet the unique needs of people with severe 

and multiple disabilities traditionally cared for in an institutional environment. A more 

middle ground position held that services should start out as specially tailored to meet the 

needs of persons leaving institutions but with the capacity to eventually merge with more 

generic supports. This longer range perspective envisioned the increasing patronage of 

standard local health facilities and a concomitant lessening of the need for specialized 

services as community awareness about the service needs of this new group of people in 

its midst grew. 

Planned evolution of services from specialized to mainstream has been articulated 

as a goal by spokespersons from the disability community (Crichton & Jongbloed, 1998). 

They envisioned a gradual shift from 'warehouse' or institutional based, segregated 

services to 'greenhouse' community based specialized services, to 'open house' 

mainstream or generic services. In the final analysis, while the notion of specialized 

services seemed antithetical to community inclusion for some stakeholders (Hawkins, 

1992J, it was believed that unique and complex needs must be met by specific solutions. 

A key informant commented that "generic services are presently not perceived by most to 

have the ability to meet all of the needs that those with challenging behaviours or 
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complex medical needs might present" (MacKinnon, 1992) and so specialized services 

were developed. 

In addition to these more obvious influences, government bureaucrats involved in 

the deinstitutionalization process were swayed by such wider policy trends as the overall 

thrust towards decentralization of services, the focus on prevention and health outcomes, 

and the need to make the health care system both more efficient and more accountable. It 

is important to keep in mind that within the broader framework of health care policy

making, "the needs of people with disabilities are generally subsumed within those of the 

population at large" (Roeher Institute, 1994, p. 5). 

A t the time of the B C S N project, resource decentralization, a prominent 

healthcare economic reform theme espousing the movement of services from urban 

centres to local regional facilities ( O E C D , 1994), was being implemented in B C under the 

'Closer to Home banner. The Royal Commission on Healthcare in B C , convened under 

the Social Credit government in 1990, had determined that local management and 

delivery of health services were required in order to establish a decentralized health 

system in B C and so address citizen concerns and curb costs (BC, 1993). This process of 

regionalization - the shifting of governance in health care in B C from the centre to the 

regions - had been legislated under B i l l 45 and the government of B C was heavily 

invested in its successful implementation. Proposed systems of service delivery were 

more likely to be favorably viewed i f they conformed to the espoused new format of 

health care delivery. The proposed B C S N , with its central coordination and funding 

feature, was not necessarily compatible with a strategy of total regionalization. 
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The T S C chose to use research to back up decision-making in the areas of seating, 

dysphagia, health care access, and other support services, but research findings were but 

one factor of many which ultimately determined service development. Lomas (1990, p. 

526) stated that research information is typically used in a highly selective fashion at the 

administrative level of health policy making, operating " . . . i f it operates at all, less on the 

specifics of policy and more usually on the beliefs and assumptions that underlie it - what 

has been termed an enlightenment function" 

Clearly, it was a hectic time of change on all fronts and while the overall sense 

amongst the various stakeholders in deinstitutionalization was optimism for total 

community l iving, this was tempered with apprehension and a reasonable measure of 

skepticism. Research findings, community living principles, pressure group lobbying, 

health care policy trends and the bottom line were only some of the many and complex 

factors competing for ascendancy in the development of community l iving services for 

British Columbians with developmental disabilities at the time the B C S N was proposed. 
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C H A P T E R III 

Methodology 

Rationale for Qualitative Methodology 

This study employed the qualitative strategies of the individual and group 

interview to explore the research topic. The multi-faceted nature of the subject of inquiry 

was best served by a pluralistic perspective of reality - one that allowed the exploration of 

different viewpoints and permitted multiple explanations. A naturalistic design gives the 

researcher the flexibility to move with the information uncovered, to review, analyze and 

respond in a dynamic fashion (DePoy & Git l in, 1994). As data is collected, the 

investigator continually analyzes it in terms of the overall context - organizing it into 

categories, developing taxonomies in order to reveal underlying themes and meaning. 

Domholdt (1993) discussed five major assumptions of the qualitative research 

paradigm. The primary assumption of the five, is the postmodern belief that the world 

consists of multiple constructed realities. This perspective was essential in investigating 

a deceptively complex question such as the primary one used to guide this research study: 

"Is the B C S N the best way to deliver seating services to adults with developmental 

disabilities l iving in community homes across B C ? " While no single, clear answer to this 

question was possible, in asking it, in investigating the elements that encompassed it, a 

better understanding of the nature of community living for persons with developmental 

disabilities was attained. 

A second assumption of qualitative research is that knowledge is time and context 

dependent. This ground rule implies that what might work in one time-frame or setting 

would be wrong for another. The B C S N was proposed at one point in time, under one set 
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of circumstances and now these conditions were irrevocably altered. Was the model still 

valid and i f not, then why? Va l id or not, there was information to be gained in looking at 

the process and environment of the model development, and at it's relevance or lack 

thereof, in today's context of total community living in B C . 

Two other assumptions of qualitative research are that the researcher and the 

object of investigation are interdependent and that all inquiry is value laden. This being 

so, the investigation itself becomes part of the subject-matter, shaping and changing both 

researcher and research participants. The investigator brings values to an area of inquiry 

which impact on the type of questions asked and the way results are interpreted. 

Certainly, there was never any doubt that the author came to this study with some history 

of involvement in deinstitutionalization and with beliefs about community living. 

Crichton (1981) stated that the value-laden nature of (health) studies in society means that 

the topic of study is generally determined by individual interest in a subject, or by the 

availability of funding. 

It is also important to note that many of the people interviewed had worked with 

the investigator in one context or another. They not only also brought their own values to 

the table, but interactions were shaded by this previous association. 

A final assumption of qualitative research is that it is impossible to distinguish 

causes from effects. The subject of interest thus becomes the multiple forces that shape 

and surround events. In examining a phenomenon, data collected lead the investigator 

into paths which illuminate the topic of study, becoming a source for further inquiry or 

providing valuable insights to persons engaged in similar areas of endeavor. While this 

study did not propose to provide any formulaic 'how-to's' for stakeholders in the 
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development of community services for persons with developmental disabilities in other 

contexts, it may shed some light on the nature and multiplicity of the issues involved. 

The Interview in Qualitative Research 

A n interview has been defined as "a conversation with a purpose" (Berg, 1998, p. 

57). The purpose in research is to gather information about the topic of concern. This 

information initially takes the form of a verbal exchange which is subsequently 

transformed into the written word, where it undergoes several further metamorphoses at 

the hands of the qualitative researcher who condenses, categorizes (decontextualizes), 

finds or forms narratives, extracts meaning (recontextualizes), and ultimately presents the 

insights gained within the subject of inquiry. 

Mishler (1986) emphasized the importance of the narrative form in interview 

research. The investigator can use the narrative concepts of chronology, plot and social 

discourse to both shape the interview and analyze the data. In the interview, the subject is 

the story-teller and the interviewer is both audience and potential co-author. When 

analyzing the text, the investigator's job is to both find and create narratives from the 

data. Story-telling has a deep cross-demographic resonance which can help to make the 

interview data both meaningful and more widely accessible. 

Kvale (1996) spoke of the "Inter V iew" , highlighting the interactional, reciprocal 

nature of both the process and resulting text. Historically, the interviewer was cast as a 

neutral cipher, someone who was skilled at obtaining the relevant facts about a subject of 

concern, a view Kvale referred to as "naive empiricism" (1996, p. 159). The more recent 

postmodern perspective on knowledge construction denies the possibility of the 

interviewer having access to an objective social reality independent from his or her own. 
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Rather, the interview is seen as an interpersonal exchange in which the data is mutually 

produced by both interviewer and interviewee. A s well , from an hermeneutical 

understanding of the interview, the foreknowledge of the investigator, the type of 

questions asked and the kinds of meaning sought determine the type and range of 

knowledge gained. 

This central role of the interpreter presupposes that the interviewer has an agenda, 

a viewpoint and values to bring to bear on the research topic. For this reason it is 

important to articulate the perspective of the interviewer both at the onset and finish of 

the research project as the beliefs of both researcher and subjects may be further shaped 

by the inquiry process. Kvale (1996) used the metaphor of 'interviewer as traveler' to 

illustrate the way knowledge is gained along a route of exploration, through 

conversations with the local citizens, and how the experience might be transformative, for 

both the traveler and the people whose lives he touches along the way. At the end of the 

trip, the traveler has his own story to tell which is an interpretation of the tales he was 

told, blended with the whole travel experience. 

The interview can be structured, unstructured or semi-structured (Morse & Field, 

1995; Berg, 1998). The unstructured interview contains no pre-determined questions and 

the interview proceeds naturally as in a conversation, while in the structured interview, 

the questions, order and timing are all pre-set. In the semi-structured interview, the 

interviewer has decided on some key questions in advance, and may have forwarded 

these to the participants. However, not all questions are predetermined and the 

interviewer employs open-ended questions and prompts to draw out longer, more in-

depth responses from the interviewee. Digression from the pre-set questions is expected 
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and in the semi-structured interview, as in the unstructured interview, there is an 

assumption that not all the questions are known in advance and wi l l arise naturally out of 

the interaction (Berg, 1998). 

Several authors suggested best practices or guidelines for conducting good 

interviews (Berg, 1998; Kvale, 1996; Morse, 1995; Seidman, 1991). It is generally 

agreed that the interviewer must be a listener and that; "the shorter the interviewer's 

questions and the longer the subject's answers the better" (Kvale, 1996, p.145). The 

interviewer's role should include clarification and on the spot interpretation but care 

should be taken not to put words in the interviewee's mouth. It is useful to verify 

interpretation of the participant's responses through the course of the interview and Kvale 

(1996) suggested that it is a good idea to interview as i f you are going to be reporting 

immediately afterward to an audience. 

Berg (1998) stressed the importance of clear, precise and accurate questions 

guiding the (structured and semi-structured) interview. Double-barreled or overly 

complex questions should be avoided. On the other hand, qualitative interview questions 

should promote discussion and reflection rather then eliciting one word answers. There is 

a general consensus that the interview should start with benign demographic questions or 

'chit-chat' to establish a comfort zone, and should proceed incrementally to the more 

sensitive questions as rapport is established. A good interviewer has a gentle, sensitive 

manner, conducive to trust-building yet is able to steer the interview and move it along i f 

need be. The interviewer should be knowledgeable about the interviewer theme so that 

important issues are pursued but should not intimidate the interviewee with the extent of 

his or her knowledge. 
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Interviews for qualitative research are usually held face to face and either video or 

audio-taped and then transcribed. In this study, all but one of the interviews (with the 

B C A C L representative - stakeholder group 1) were taped over the phone. Some of the 

visual and atmospheric information of a face to face interview was diminished by the use 

of phone interviews, but because of the distance and busy schedule of many participants, 

this interview method was much more realistic. 

A s well as taping the interviews, the investigator jotted down notes during each 

interview which assisted in clarification of points raised in long narratives by the 

participant. General thoughts and impressions were also recorded in this way. 

Focus Group Methodology 

In qualitative research the focus group is an interview style designed for small 

groups. It has many similarities to the individual interview and some important 

differences. The main difference is that the data obtained are "group data" often 

reflecting collective, as opposed to several individual, ideologies (Berg, 1998). Focus 

groups can be dynamic, interactive, discussion-provoking. The net effect is sometimes 

synergistic as participants move from an individual to collective perspective. 

On the down side, focus groups can inhibit expression of opinions which differ 

from the group consensus. This potential towards censoring and conforming is possibly 

the major pitfall o f focus groups (Carey, 1994). Although a uniform answer is not the 

desired outcome of a focus group, some members may feel that this must occur for 

successful resolution of the process. It is up to the group facilitator to encourage all 

members to truthfully voice their thoughts and to be aware of the dynamics (particularly 
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very dominant group members) which can lead to such homogeneity of opinion (Kvale, 

1996; Berg, 1998). 

Focus group methodology has been found useful for collecting qualitative data 

where multiple interviews were not possible or where a pre-survey gathering of 

information was required in order to generate appropriate questions (Carey, 1994). 

Group size can vary from four to twelve but six participants was considered ideal (Berg, 

1998; Carey, 1994; Morgan, 1988). 

Berg (1998), presented a focus group checklist including a clearly defined 

research objective, a description of the nature of the group, a comfortable, confidential 

atmosphere and an aware, listening and well-organized moderator. The group facilitator 

should provide structure and direction but only limited contribution to content. The use 

of an extended focus group which starts with a pre-group questionnaire for the 

participants to f i l l out can be useful to prepare both group and moderator for the session. 

In this study, a moderator guide was used to structure the groups (Appendix A ) . A l l 

focus group participants had read the information package about the B C S N sometime 

prior to the group and so were generally conversant with the model. 

Archival Review 

Official documentary records sometimes offer interesting sources of data (Berg, 

1998). These records may include written records, communications and files and can 

supplement and illuminate information obtained through alternate sources. It was 

anticipated in the study proposal that documents would be uncovered in the process of 

interviewing key informants. Local newspapers and newsletters about the downsizing 

process yielded some corroborating information and this is discussed as deemed relevant. 
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The use of several methods to address a topic can serve to triangulate the data (Morse & 

Field, 1995). Triangulation refers to the use of information from different sources to help 

increase confidence in findings. If the same data is obtained using different methods this 

strengthens the ability of the researcher to draw inferences from the data. In this study, 

three research methods were used to obtain data, including interviews, focus groups and 

to a lesser extent, archival review. 

Study Participants 

The participants in the study included representatives of the three stakeholder 

groups and the interviewer as depicted in Figure 2: 

Figure 2: Study Participants 

Stakeholders #1 
consumer/BCACL 

interviews 

Researcher 
Interviewer 

Stakeholders #2 
primary therapists 

focus groups 

Stakeholders #3 
government 

key informants 
interviews 
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The Interviewer 

In qualitative research the interviewer is considered an important factor in the type 

of information gathered and knowledge distilled. Relevant biographical information 

about the interviewer/researcher should therefore be presented for scrutiny in order to 

make explicit the filter through which data w i l l ultimately be screened. 

I am an occupational therapist who has worked with adults with developmental 

disabilities for many years. Between 1991 and 1996,1 was actively involved in assisting 

persons with severe physical disabilities move from institution to community. In this 

capacity I had the opportunity to participate in a process which enabled many people who 

had lived all their lives in an institution to make the transformational move to community 

living. M y first experience with institutionalization, a summer job at Woodlands in 1978, 

provoked my interest in, and affinity with, deinstitutionalization. I believe strongly in the 

concept of community living although my pragmatic side knows that, in practice there are 

flaws and idealistic visions can too easily become blurred. 

Seating has been my clinical specialty since 1986 when I co-developed a seating 

clinic at a provincial rehabilitation facility. I have since become a recognized clinical 

specialist in seating adults with complex needs and have presented on this topic at a 

variety of venues. It holds great and abiding interest for me. 

It was my expertise in seating which resulted in the receipt of a request for a 

proposal to develop a provincial seating model for persons with developmental 

disabilities from the T S C in December, 1995. This led to my involvement with the 

B C S N project as one of two primary researchers and ultimately to the co-development of 

the B C S N (Chisholm & Roxborough, 1997). 
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In 1990, a colleague and I began an occupational therapy consulting company 

specializing in providing therapy consultation and education for adults with 

developmental disabilities living in, or moving to, community group homes. Sharing in 

the operation of Access Community Therapists Ltd. , whose main customer (via service 

contracts) is the province of B C has provided me with a somewhat unique vantage point 

on health care in this province. It was likely this shift in perspective from front-line OT 

in a public facility to development and provision of community rehabilitation services 

that prompted me to pursue further education in my field. I wanted to gain a deeper 

understanding of the big picture of healthcare in our province, country and beyond and to 

interpret my place in that picture. 

L ike many working mothers, I wear many hats. B y turns, and sometimes 

simultaneously; I am a mother, business person, clinician, and student. I have a strong 

social conscience and a feminist perspective. When wearing my academic hat, I have 

found that my interests run along two clear and seemingly distinct tracks - the clinical 

specialty of seating and the socio-political paradigm in health. It was this dual interest 

which originally led me to submit a proposal to develop a provincial seating service 

delivery model, and which ultimately prompted me to undertake this study. 

Many of the people I interviewed, both individually or via focus group, had heard 

of me and some I knew quite well through my position as clinical seating specialist, 

owner of Access or developer of the B C S N . For the most part, this was of benefit in 

terms of establishing rapport, but it likely did impact on what a few people were wil l ing 

to share with me. From a postmodern or hermeneutics perspective (Kvale, 1996) this was-

acceptable because I knew the topic well and the assumption was that the knowledge 
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distilled from the interviews would be a fusion of topic, researcher, participants and the 

interaction process. 

Stakeholder Group #1: The Consumer Perspective 

Researchers in the B C S N project sought consumer involvement through a survey 

completed by about one third of the participants in the classification phase (Chisholm & 

Roxborough, 1997). In this study, the consumer voice was heard in a quite different 

form, via interview of a key informant within the British Columbia Association for 

Community L iv ing ( B C A C L ) . This consumer group has a wide membership of support 

societies for persons with developmental disabilities, family members and consumers. 

Heavily instrumental in the closing of B C institutions for British Columbians with 

developmental disabilities, the B C A C L is a self-help and advocacy organization with 

significant clout in the political arena. 

Initially, the investigator approached the present and past executive directors of 

the B C A C L to request participation in the project. The past executive director, who was 

a member of the T S C during the B C S N project did not respond to the invitation to 

participate. The current executive director, who consented to participate in the study, had 

just been with the B C A C L for six months but prior to that had had a strong affiliation 

with deinstitutionalization through her involvement as a service provider, committee 

member and advocate. 

The consumer perspective was provided solely through this face to face interview 

and so is clearly not intended to be widely representative. The decision not to contact 

other consumers was made because the wider view of the politically attuned advocacy 

group was best suited to the purposes of this study. 
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Stakeholder Group #2: Primary Therapists 

Primary therapists working in the H S C L (Health Services for Community Living) 

program across B C were asked to participate in a focus group. The original focus group 

was a scheduled teleconference with six participants. Technical difficulties resulted in 

only the interviewer and two therapists participating in this initial group. Two 

subsequent teleconferences were scheduled shortly thereafter to allow the participation of 

five other therapists for a total of seven participants in three small group interviews. A 

moderator guide was used to structure the hour to hour and a half sessions (Appendix A ) . 

The grOup sessions were taped and transcribed. 

A focus group format was chosen for this group of stakeholders, in order to obtain 

a number of viewpoints simultaneously for efficiency, and to generate group discussion. 

The group interview approach facilitated interaction amongst participants which helped to 

reveal their thoughts and beliefs on the phenomenon in question (Fontana & Frey, 1994) 

and in some instances, acted as a catalyst for formulating new ideas (Berg, 1998). 

Stakeholder Group #3: Government Administrators 

Key informants from within government were interviewed over the phone. Six 

interviews were completed including three with members of the disbanded T S C . Key 

bureaucrats from within the Health Services for Community Liv ing ( H S C L ) program and 

the new Community L iv ing Services Program in M C F . During the course of contacting 

potential participants in order to schedule interviews, one person delegated the interview 

to an individual they felt closer to the topic, and another person recommended that I 

contact another T S C member as well . Only one of the persons initially contacted did not 

either delegate the interview or agree to personally participate. 
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Participant Selection 

Interview participants were purposefully selected from stakeholder groups 1 

(consumer) and 3 (government), and focus group participants from stakeholder group 2 

(therapists) A s stated, the broader political consumer perspective was solicited by 

interviewing the current executive director of B C A C L . 

Consent 

Consent to contact the H S C L therapists to request their participation in the study 

was first obtained from the program manager of Health Services for Community Liv ing 

in the Ministry of Health (Appendix B) . 

A l l potential participants in the study were then sent a 2 page invitation to 

participate in an interview or focus group (Appendix C) which stated the purposes of the 

study and requested that the recipient fax back their interest in participating. Once this 

was received, potential focus group participants ( H S C L occupational therapists and 

physiotherapists) were faxed back a 3 page consent form which included further 

background to the study and a request to fax back their informed consent i f they were still 

interested in participating (Appendix D : Focus Group Consent). Potential interview 

candidates (consumer and government stakeholder groups) were faxed the similar 3 page 

interview consent form (Appendix E : Interview Consent) - see Figure 2. Further verbal 

explanation of the study was given as requested by participants and several participants 

were also sent a 3 page description of the B C S N project i f they expressed interest in 

further review of the model prior to the interview. 

Confidentiality during interviews and focus groups was ensured through 

destruction of the tapes after transcription and identification in the transcript and 
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subsequent documents by stakeholder group only. Since there was only one B C A C L 

participant, her identity was clearly revealed, therefore her quotes were copied back to her 

for approval before inclusion. 

Procedures 

Each potential interviewee received the invitation to participate (Appendix C). 

Those who responded affirmatively were sent the consent form (Appendix E) and, i f they 

requested it, further information about the B C S N . Once the consent had been received by 

the investigator, a mutually convenient phone interview time was set up over the phone. 

During this initial phone contact, the researcher reminded the participant that the 

interview would be taped and also answered any questions they had about the study. 

A l l H S C L therapists were sent the invitation to participate from their central 

office by the H S C L rehabilitation consultant, to determine their interest in participating in 

a focus group. Those who responded in the affirmative received the consent form 

(Appendix D). Confidentiality for members of the focus group was ensured, as for the 

interviewees. It was not necessary for any members of this group to provide additional 

consent as they were in all cases identified only as community therapists. 

Study design for Interviews 

A semi-structured interview format was used for consumers and government 

administrators. Certain questions were asked of all participants but the interview was 

conducted on flexible lines which for the most part generated a natural interactive 

dialogue. A l l interviews began with some general chit-chat about the research project as 

well as information gathering about the interviewees association with 

deinstitutionalization and their current work. Several open-ended questions were used to 
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frame the interview. The following questions varied in order depending on the content 

and direction of the interview. 

1. What are your thoughts on community living services for this population? - what is 

working, what is not? 

2. Do you think that closing all the institutions has been a success to date? What aspects 

of the downsizing process were most commendable? What might you have preferred 

to have been done differently? 

3. What direction do you envision for services for persons with developmental 

disabilities in the future? Where to from here? How do you feel in general about 

generic versus specialized services for this population? 

4. What are the greatest challenges in ensuring quality services for persons with 

developmental disabilities? 

5. What have you heard about the B C S N ? Is it in line with your notion of best service 

for this population. What about the idea of centering it on the Internet, about sharing 

resources, about contracting out for specialty clinical and technical support? 

6. Why might the B C S N not get off the ground? 

7. If the B C S N was to start, what ministry/program should it sit in, should it only be for 

adults with developmental disabilities or should it be open to all British Columbians. 

H o w might this happen? 

The following two questions were also asked in a few interviews depending on 

time availability as well as their relevance to the particular interviewee. For example, in ' 

most instances, it was quite clear from the outset that the participant did feel that seating 
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was an important health issue (question 2) so that it would have been redundant to have 

specifically asked that. 

1. Looking at the principles for community living, are there any you would alter in the 

present/future context? 

2. Do you think that seating is an important health issue for persons with developmental 

disabilities? What about quality of life? Do you think that currently available 

services are sufficient without adding another specialty service? 

Other questions were asked pertaining to themes which had arisen in preceding 

interviews in order to both verify and to expand on these developments. For example, 

once the themes of 'champions' or of the 'a l l or nothing approach' had arisen, these 

ideas, along with others, were explored further in subsequent interviews. 

Study Design for Focus Groups 

A moderator guide was used to structure the three focus groups (Appendix A ) . 

The groups were held by teleconference because of geographic constraints and averaged 

from one to one and half hours in duration. The investigator facilitated all groups. Each 

session started with introductions all around, and a brief recap of the goals of the study. 

This was followed by a point by point review of the major findings from the primary 

therapist survey portion of the B C S N project (detailed under Therapist Preferences, page 

30). Group members were asked whether these findings still resonated today and what 

new or alternate preferences they might have. They were then asked to evaluate the 

B C S N model based on both past and current preferences: D i d the conceptual service 

delivery model fulfill the vision they had then? Does the model still fit in the context of 

total deinstitutionalization? 
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Following initial discussion focused on the B C S N , therapists were asked to 

discuss the outcomes of deinstitutionalization. The same questions asked of the 

interviewees in stakeholder groups 1 and 3 were asked of the focus group participants in 

stakeholder group 2: What were the good and not so good aspects of the shift to 

community living? D i d they think their clients had changed due to life in the community? 

H o w have the generic services in their locations coped with this new type of consumer? 

What direction do they envision for services for their clients with a mental handicap? 

Data Collection 

A l l interviews were scheduled based on mutual convenience for researcher and 

subject. The first focus group was scheduled by H S C L head office and the subsequent 

two by the investigator. A l l interviews and focus groups were completed between March 

23, 1999 and Apr i l 20, 1999. 

A l l but one interview (with B C A C L ) and all focus groups were conducted over 

the phone. Interviews and focus groups were taped and immediately following each 

interview the investigator documented her impressions of how it had gone - adding 

content to the free-hand notes already taken during each session. 

Tapes were then transcribed to enable the next stage of analysis. A l l but three of 

the tapes were actually transcribed by the investigator. This formed the first phase of 

analysis as during the transcription process, important points, and quotes were 

highlighted for ease of reference. The transcriptions performed by an administrative 

assistant were compared to the tapes by the investigator. A t this time, corrections were 

made and key points and dialogue were highlighted. 
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Data Management and Analysis 

A l l tapes and transcribed text were kept securely stored at all times. Immediately 

on completion of a transcription, the tape was locked in a cupboard. Transcriptions did 

not contain names of the participants or colleagues referenced in the dialogue. 

Analysis of the data was accomplished using Kvale 's (1996) chronology of steps. 

The preliminary stage occurred during transcription of the data when key words and 

phrases began to emerge and were highlighted for retrieval. Then each interview was 

succinctly restated and condensed into points - generally a 20 page document was 

reduced to 2 or 3 pages. 

Focus group transcriptions were merged into a single lengthy document by cutting 

and pasting onto the moderator guide using M S Word. Once this summated document 

was produced, it was condensed, as for the interviews, into 3 pages of point-form, single 

spaced text. Interestingly, the data obtained from the focus groups was less meaning-

laden, more concrete and straightforward then the data obtained from the interviews. 

This made the results, in some ways less ambiguous or open to interpretation, but perhaps 

reduced the richness of the data. It seemed that the therapists in the groups were more 

disposed to answer questions in a direct and straightforward fashion as opposed to the 

dense, sometimes tangential and often impassioned responses of the interview 

participants. This may have been a function of the group versus individual data gathering 

method. 

Data from both focus groups and interviews were then 'decontextualized' (Kvale, 

1996) by coding it into categories and sub-categories. For example, a category was 

'reinstitutionalization' with the sub-categories, '12 year cycle'; 'return to congregated 
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settings'; 'institutional model of care in a community home'; 'incarceration without 

crime'. A s well , recurrent words and images were noted. For example the word 'lost' 

was used repeatedly, referring to money and to programs. Childish images of fighting, 

bickering, game-playing, were used by many participants to describe negotiations 

between ministries and programs. 

The final process involved recontextualizing (Kvale, 1996) the representative 

themes into broader frames of reference in order to generate information useful in other 

settings and for other processes. This involved moving information gleaned in most 

cases from answers to direct questions into a broader interpretation and more generalized 

context. 

A s recommended by Morse and Field (1995), an audit trail was maintained in order to 

document the researcher's decisions, choices and insights throughout the research 

process. This record included dates and times of interviews and groups, all 

correspondence with interviewees as well as with the primary investigator (including 

faxes, e-mails, phone diary) as well as the immediately noted impressions of each 

interview and group, the full transcripts with highlighting of themes in coloured markers 

and notes in the margins, and the evolving lists of categories and sub-categories. 

Although many ideas seemed to literally leap fully formed from the page during 

the transcription phase, these initial insights underwent several transformations during the 

subsequent stages o f analysis. Occasionally they emerged from this process intact, but 

more often they went in iron and emerged bronze - tempered and reconfigured by the 

alloy process, combined with other ideas, but with the essence enduring in altered form. 
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C H A P T E R IV 

Presentation and Discussion of Data 

Introduction 

The data gathering process was intensive and, as is typical in qualitative research, 

resulted in masses of text which required sifting and re-sifting in order to retrieve the 

relevant information. Almost without exception, the stakeholders I entered into dialogue 

with, had a strong historical connection and tangible investment in the shift to community 

for persons with developmental disabilities. Several participants spoke of their 

satisfaction in being able to air their views on deinstitutionalization to a sympathetic 

listener. Many participants, it seemed, had never attained a sense of closure around this 

process even though the institutions had indisputably closed. A l l participants were 

gracious in sharing information and thoughts. One T S C member noted fatalistically that 

they were not likely to ever document the history of deinstitutionalization in B C , 

although this had originally been intended, and concluded the interview by saying: 

I've enjoyed this by the way - its really given me an opportunity to let a lot of 
things off my chest that I haven't said for quite a while. 

Interviews and Focus Groups: Answers to Questions 

In both the interviews and focus groups a number of pre-determined questions 

were asked of all participants. The range o f answers to these central questions and the 

discussion which they provoked, provided the primary source of data for this study. For 

this reason it is useful to review the majority response - the actual answers - prior to 
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moving into the development of themes which arose cumulatively from the content of 

both interviews and groups. 

Participants are identified as " P " and the interviewer as " J " . Where quotes are 

used from more than one participant, these are labeled " P I " , "P2", etc. The term PI (P2, 

P3, etc.) does not correspond to any particular participant, rather to the order of the quotes 

used. 

1. Was deinstitutionalization a success? 

A l l participants offered a qualified 'yes' to this question. The core response was 

exemplified by this member of the now defunct transition steering committee (TSC): 

It was a success in that it was more or less completed on time and everybody 
left...the commitment survived several cabinets, two different governments, lots 
of different ministers and assistant deputy ministers, inter-ministry tug-of-wars, 
the kinds of things that usually topple an initiative. N o w having said that... 

The B C A C L participant questioned my use of the past tense in the question and proffered 

a cautious yes to the question: 

I don't know that I 'd necessarily agree that we have completely 
deinstitutionalized. We've closed our large institutions which is a wonderful 
thing but there's still lots of people living in institutions (or congregated 
settings) that we should not forget about. I think we've learned some lessons and 
when I reflect back on the early years - Tranquille closing and some of the 
difficulties we faced with service providers in the community not being very 
knowledgeable around how to support people in community. We've learned a lot. 

Some government bureaucrats were more guarded about their affirmative answer: 

PI - I 'm thinking i f I was only allowed to say yes or no - I 'd probably say yes 
.. .1 think we did what we said we would and that was close the place.. .and do I 
think that there were some elements of naivete and shortsightedness? Yeah sure I 
do. 
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P2 -1 think, yes it has been a success to date but I feel that there was not enough 
thought given to maintaining a very complex infrastructure.. ..that it is now in 
danger - we lack the resources to maintain it. 

P3 -1 think I am very committed to the decongregating and desegregating of all 
people - so the qualification is that I believe that people have dramatically 
increased opportunities out of institutional care even in the midst of systems 
dysfunction... 

Therapists, in general, were more definite about their belief in the successful outcome of 

the closures as they discussed their experiences with clients who had moved into 

community from Woodlands and Glendale: 

PI - Wel l I think it's been excellent, I think people have really benefited - in a lot 
of instances you can actually see the quality of life going up, and the functional 
abilities going up. People who weren't independently mobile are using a power 
chair and people who were in a chair are walking; people not feeding themselves 
are now feeding themselves... 

P2 -1 think there's been a huge change in our client group because they have a lot 
more individualized attention especially those living in pri-care (private care) 
situations or with their families - they're part of a family, they have birthday 
parties together, they're loved. 

P3 -1 mean they came in on X level of medications and it was halved, and halved 
and halved and as that happened their communication skills, their decision
making abilities, their control over their own lives significantly increased. 

la) What aspects (of deinstitutionalization) were most commendable? 

There was a distinctly congruent response to this sub-question. For the most part 

participants stated that there were two exemplary aspects to the deinstitutionalization 

process: The first was the extent to which the planning was individualized and 

collaborative. The second was the fact that persons in charge of downsizing went all the 

way with the closure so that the process was in fact a finite one. A government 

respondent stated: 
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things that worked were obviously the extent to which there was consultation -
family members were included everybody was consulted. Also the amount of 
public education that went into it in terms of getting rezoning (for group homes) 
.. .this required an incredible amount of public education to change attitudes. I 
think its outstanding the extent to which we have met individual needs. Its 
unusual for government to do things so individually. 

A former T S C member noted that: 

We were focused and centred on the individual and there was active participation 
by the individual and their family - the personalization of planning was excellent. 

This participant also commented on the importance of bringing the institutional staff on-

side through 'labour adjustment strategies' including training and recruitment for people 

to move to diversified fields as well as valuing their input and providing opportunities for r 

community employment: 

People said to me why are you doing that? (peer counseling, job searches) and I 
said the day I arrived I had 250 people who hated me and said they would not 
cooperate with any initiatives I had and this would have truly jeopardized the 
transition process - over a couple of years of observing that I truly cared for them 
- the turnaround in terms of their participation in supporting community living 
was profound and in my opinion that had very much to do with the success of the 
move to community because of the legitimacy of staff input. 

lb) What might have been better done differently? 

There were a lot of opinions expressed on what aspects of deinstitutionalization 

could have been improved on. People felt that while the individualized planning was 

laudable, there wasn't enough thought given to how needs would change over time. One 

participant spoke of this as the 'snapshot approach'. 

Frequent reference was made to the tendency of government to operate in an 'a l l 

or nothing' mode which created a kind of tunnel vision perspective to the process. The 

image was of a runaway train pushing smaller, less high-profile initiatives aside in its 

race to the station: 
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P -1 think there should have been more consideration given to this all or nothing 
approach. We downsized absolutely everybody .. .and we should have thought 
that out more carefully.... But we just had blinders on in terms of taking the 
philosophy so literally about complete integration and there's no... 
J - back-up plans? 
P - yes - for persons who have additional issues 

This undeviating course did not tend to allow for feedback about any of the (good 

or bad) community transition experiences to inform or shape the ongoing 

deinstitutionalization process. Generally, the lack of flexibility in both the downsizing 

and resultant community living processes was criticized as being short-sighted and 

wanting in common-sense: 

PI - Another fascinating consideration that was never given any time is the idea 
that these individuals age, which means their needs are going to change and there 
was a very, very sophisticated, expensive infrastructure put in place to meet 
specific individual needs but these needs change quickly 

P2 - We don't forecast in this province - do you know that? .. .all o f the services 
that were left out at the end should have been a part of a five year plan that was 
submitted to the Treasury Board so they would acknowledge the need - giving 
them some time to analyze and plan based on reliable data, statistics and research 
- we didn't do that at all . 

Another issue that arose was that the order of persons moving to community could 

have been altered, with the persons with more complex needs moving sooner rather than 

later, stimulating the development of resources earlier on in the course of closure. This 

reversing of the order would have permitted people with complex medical and physical 

needs the opportunity to try resources out with the shelter of the institution still in place: 

P -1 think the thing would have worked better i f we would've sort of turned the 
process around, where we would've made sure that all our supports were in place 
in community and working for a period of time before we moved everybody out. 
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The flip-side to this thought (as well as some justification for the 'a l l or nothing 

approach') was that a few participants felt that any tendency towards using the 

institutions as a buffer zone for community living might have resulted in a less than 

complete closure. The notion of institutions providing services in community, even on a 

temporary basis, was felt to be quite counter to the overarching goal of total 

deinstitutionalization and representative of a slackening in resolve. 

P -1 think one thing we did well was close the front door - the front door didn't 
swing both ways and by and large that was important because as long as the door 
swings - there is an overwhelming desire to use it. 

2. What are your thoughts on community living services for this population. What is 

working and what is not? 

This was a broad, open question and generated many of the themes which w i l l be 

discussed further on in the paper. There was such a variety and range of responses that it 

is difficult to generalize, however there were a few predominant replies with regards to 

both specialized and generic services: Most participants reported that the specialized 

services (originally conceived by the TSC) were working well and should be continued: 

P1 - In terms of effectiveness of the specialized programs -1 think they are 
effective -1 think they're extremely effective - just by nature of the programs, the 
way they're structured, you tend to attract staff who are committed, don't like to 
be part of a bigger system, like being a specialized component - but where we get 
into trouble is that they're not supported within the larger system - in and of 
themselves they are effective, but this is compromised by other circumstances 
such as politics. 

P2 -1 think that within the range of services that one normally calls health-
oriented, much of the work that was done in mental health , in H S C L , nutrition, 
dysphagia was really quite well accomplished. That's with respect to never quite 
enough dollars.... But where it failed was when you link into hospitals... the 
advocacy that specialized services has attached to it does tend to dissolve a little 
when systems meet. 
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The caveat to the specialized services was that they had been conceived as 

transitional - with the intent to devolve them after a few years into the generic system. 

While most participants thought that pre-closure, a complete devolution to generic 

services was possibly a sound philosophical goal now, more then two years post-closure, 

their impression was that it was no longer practical or feasible for a number o f reasons: 

PI - the ultimate vision was complete integration - complete 'genericization' 
(over 5 years)... and almost from the beginning, people in the program were 
paranoid about this integration and I have come to believe very strongly that we 
are as integrated as we are going to be. 

P2 -1 would really like to see H S C L central office remain where it is because I 
think it helps protect dollars and services. Because I could see down the road that 
they would get absorbed into sort of the general budget and there would be no 
specialized support and that's something we funded - and I think has value and 
you have to have some sort of specialized training and our hours could be diluted 
because our folks do take more time. I think that's one of the protections we 
have. 

The B C A C L respondent mused that although once a whole-hearted supporter of 

the goal of total service integration she was no longer sure that this was a realistic, or 

even desirable aim for all consumers: 

We had a lofty goal and I think it was a laudable goal, that we were moving 
toward a generic approach to providing service and that was founded in a belief 
around community living that was commendable, but I think we realize now that 
everything can't be generic - there is a level of complexity in which we have to 
continue to keep a high level of expertise. We missed that, we made a mistake. 

The other piece of this question pertained to the general services, those accessed 

by all British Columbians, and how they had expanded or changed to meet the needs of 

adults who had moved from a model of institutional care where they had once received 

all their services in-house. Opinions varied, but most people felt that overall there was a 
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growing awareness, understanding and acceptance of the special needs o f this population 

by both the public at large and the health service sector. 

PI - One of the things we've done really well with limited resources is expand the 
awareness within the physician and specialist sectors around the unique needs of 
this population 

P2 - On a positive note, I have been pleased to hear some of the stories of GP ' s 
who've opened their arms and just made it part of their daily practice and have 
become knowledgeable so they do it well - and doctors and other professionals 
have to go out of their way to support some folks - its a tribute to our original 
belief about community capacity. 

One T S C member made the point that existing services were expected to expand 

without actually being given extra resources. In fact these resources were often less then 

had been originally forecast during downsizing due to the impact of health care reform 

and budget cuts through the 1990's. 

P - What we're trying to do at this point is to fit more people within the network 
of services that have grown up . . . . as you increase the flow-through in essence -
which is what we've done - what's the impact on services generally? One of the 
realities is that what it does is place greater stress and demands on them and this 
creates wait-lists ( and in addition) we've had, over the past few years, a 
significant review process - a reduced ability to add money to certain of the 
support and core budget aspects related to service and so that placed into question 
some of the ways we visualized 3-4 years ago what things might look l ike . . . 

The B C A C L respondent noted that within the general service sector, the paired 

themes of education and medical advocacy were critical in terms of ensuring that this 

population's health needs are appropriately met within the acute care system. She 

commented on the need for dedicated health care professionals who have a fundamental 

understanding of the needs of this complex sub-population in order to be able to interpret 

these to the acute health professional at that crucial point of intersection - the hospital. 
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Medical advocacy is huge - huge - and we continue to work hard on that issue. 
We're not there yet, we don't have protocols for hospitals to help them guide 
decision-making. We had, until recently, circumstances of advanced planning 
that were scary - simply scary and we had people going into hospital and the 
emergency people not being able to decipher the difference between disability and 
illness and (they) perceived them at either life-end or perceived them... not valued 
the person so you might as well end their life. Which has been very distressing -
it is too common. 

Other respondents echoed this concern about acute care access and discussed 

initiatives, both planned and hypothetical, that were needed to strengthen this requisite 

community service for persons unable to speak for themselves: 

P1 - It (acute care access) needs strong political leadership - it needs people from 
different camps all saying 'yes of course, I want my son or daughter to be 
protected when he or she's an adult, I want my G P to know more about this rare 
syndrome, I want the emergency ward to have something on file about this non
verbal person when she arrives - these kind of very practical things, with 
leadership, and not a huge amount of dollars, could be mandated. 

P2 - Health care access evolves almost constantly, its gotten to the point that a 
document is being generated between M C F , Health and the Office of the Public 
Trustee - in anticipation of legislation coming through - in terms of what an 
advanced directive is, what's the role of the caregiver, advocating for people in 
hospitals and I think definitely, the hospitals are very, very aware of our clients 
and now there's a whole debate about caregivers in hospitals. 

3. What direction do you envision for services for persons with developmental 

disabilities? 

The overall tone in the answer to this question was best encapsulated by this 

response: 

I think what I've learned more than anything else is to be cautious, and rather than 
create a vision - to stay in the present and pay attention to what is working and 
what is not and to think about how you support the capacity that is there. One of 
our mistakes - and I was one of them - we really believed in the capacity of the 
system but we really didn't pay enough attention to that small percentage of 
people with the most complex needs ... so I suspect that the best way to do it is to 
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look to what's working, and not get too caught up in the philosophical 
underpinnings - and just make sure that needs get met. 

This theme of supporting what is actually needed, by what is working to meet the need, 

as opposed to pinning down a very specific policy direction for service, was continued in 

this participant's response: 

I think we are going to be needing to pay close attention to continuing the focus 
on what the needs are (as opposed to moving to a completely generic model)... I 
think one of the concerns I have is that #1 the health authorities are scared enough 
about what may happen that they pay some close attention to ensuring that it is a 
good and integrated service and #2 that they don't throw the traditional model out 
the window just because this is specialized targeted funding that we're all now 
accountable for - I want people to be accessing service as opposed to accessing 
their own service... 

Participants generally felt that the service direction should be towards greater 

integration - a more generic model - but with the proviso that a core group of specialized 

services delivered by health care professionals with an intimate understanding and 

interest in the complex needs specific to persons with severe developmental disabilities, 

remain. Not everybody thought that this was possible though, given the overall mandate 

of health towards regionalization of service and the strong underlying thrust towards full 

integration of service after a short transitional period. 

J - so that although you don't think complete 'genericization' is viable - you're 
not sure there's a way to avoid it? 
PI - yes that's what I 'm saying. 

P2 - Wel l I think (generic service) that would be a goal down the road somewhere 
that i f everybody had that specialized expertise and knowledge to provide health 
care for the folks - there is a very small group - approximately 700 people in the 
province who have very specialized needs.... 

P3 -1 think in the long run that is the right thing to do (shift from specialized to 
generic model). If you have a special services model for persons with a mental 
illness, with a mental handicap, you get far too many 'specializations' when what 
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you really want is familiarity with people from children onward - the best 
safeguard is the GP , believe it or not. 

Although one T S C member noted ironically that perhaps during the course of 

deinstitutionalization, too much emphasis had been placed on how specialized the needs 

of this smaller sub-group (persons with both a mental handicap and severe physical 

disability) actually were. He noted that this had resulted in a disproportionate allocation 

of service dollars to this sub-group in order to ensure safety, which had then led to 

exaggerated service expectations generally. 

People got really weird about 1985... they were weird about people in 
wheelchairs. Y o u know that a person with a mental handicap can move to 
community but a person with a mental handicap in a wheelchair who moves to 
community w i l l die...? I don't know how we ever got to that point, but we ended 
up disproportionately trying to ensure their safety - and that was a reason why 
some of these things have grown up the way they have. 

4. What are the greatest challenges in ensuring quality services for persons with 

developmental disabilities? 

Participants in the study were quite voluble about what constituted 'challenges to 

service quality' but the most universal response was without a doubt, 'financial 

sustainability'. Everybody in the study was well aware of the current climate of fiscal 

restraint in B C , and its implications for programmatic decision-making of all kinds: 

PI - one of the significant challenges is sustainability - to sustain the uniqueness 
and individualized supports and services that have contributed to people being as 
successful as they are 

P2 - Budgets and attitudes.. .we certainly have strong advocacy groups out there 
and we've put a service quality advocate in the system. There are community 
living councils so that people have a voice. 
J - and the budget aspect? 
P2 - what can I say?... It's very expensive to support people in community so it's 
being able to maintain our budget. 
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P3 - . . . there's no money for them (new adults coming into the system) absolutely 
none. There was a finite budget and never any allowances made for trying to 
project what this infrastructure would require 10 years from now. 

Another challenge to provision of quality services which was cited was 

regionalization of health services with its consequence that the Ministry of Health was no 

longer intended to be in the business of providing service. With regionalization, this 

function had become the responsibility of the regional health authorities. Therefore, the 

challenge was to maintain specialized centrally coordinated health services designated for 

a small geographically scattered population in the midst of the overwhelming political 

thrust towards regionalization: 

P - We l l what we keep getting told - and its almost like a broken record and you 
keep getting the same answer no matter what approach you take, and it's a bit 
frustrating - what we're told is that the Ministry of Health is no longer in the 
business of providing direct service 
J - and that's because of regionalization? 
P - yes, the regions are now responsible for services. Give them the money and 
leave it up to them - do you understand? 
J - yes I do understand that, and I guess when you have an overall mandate like 
that, it drives everything and everything else just has to fall into place behind? 
P - exactly -
J - but you know you might have only say $5000 for a region to cover specialized 
nutrition services and what can you do with that in terms of providing specialized 
services to a special population? 
P - and it doesn't make sense - but i f you think about the fact that the Minister of 
Health is your client, and the minister is going to regionalize and this is going to 
be a good thing... you just regionalize it al l . A n d i f somebody has a complaint 
about service, you can turn around and say - talk to your local region and i f you're 
not satisfied with the services you're receiving - talk to your local region. 

The current unionization of the service provider sector was listed as a challenge to 

ensuring quality of service, mainly in terms of the extra financial burden but also in terms 

of potential loss of some of the warmth and humanity of care: 
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PI -1 believe that a number of pressures have come to bear on the system - and 
without being pejorative about it - unionization of the sector has placed a 
disproportionate magnification on the dollars being spent - before the public and 
before other sectors - so we're spending a lot of dollars on this area 
J - more than in institutions? 
PI - Oh yeah! I don't have the numbers in front of me but what we've got is a 
staffing ratio in group homes, well you compare that ratio in a 4-person group 
home with extended care level needs in Glendale - right? - So a lot of dollars, 
more then we spend at continuing care on mental health... 

P2 - we lost that one in the early 1990's when the (name of union) said, and I 
quote 'we've got seniority rules about shift work, don't give me no B S about this 
person being scared of a male caregiver just because she was sexually assaulted 
once' . . . We were (now) into an environment that suggested we were talking 
about workplaces, were talking about shift-work - about an office - why do you 
need an office in a home? Wel l because its a workplace. 

One community therapist stated that the biggest challenge was actually the pre

existing status quo in the health care service sector. She noted barriers between 

ministries and programs, geographic boundaries, inter-disciplinary barriers, and the 

disparity between children and adult services: 

P -1 think one of the major challenges in providing quality services is the way 
that services have been set up for the average population for eons; access to a 
hospital, access to dental, access to everything - there's barriers everywhere, 
geographic, inter-disciplinary, age-related... 
J - So what you're saying is that maybe we're trying to fit this group into a service 
system that is itself archaic? It's a huge point really -1 mean are we trying to 
make them fit into a model that isn't working well for anybody? 
P - Yes, for example, one of my clients was in the transitional unit in hospital and 
I couldn't see him even though they were trying to place him back in community. 

Another therapist spoke of the physical barriers that still exist in community 

which hamper service access for clients in wheelchairs (especially the larger high 

complexity seating systems). Therapists were also concerned with problems they had 

ensuring the cooperation of caregivers in following through on programs and commented 

on how this could vary enormously between homes. 
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The B C A C L participant viewed the challenges to service quality from a more 

global, long-range perspective - encompassing community living philosophy about the 

importance of laying the ground work for relationship and capacity-building: 

Ultimately, looking at it philosophically, being in the community - that is a real 
fundamental shift. Y o u can look at deinstitutionalization as a service network or 
as a social change - a social movement in which people come back into 
community. If you have this sense of social movement then our jobs are more 
than to provide a network of service around them, and as we spend much time and 
energy ensuring that hunk is there and working - and as resources get tight - that's 
the predominant work - and yet the thing that w i l l make them safest and most 
secure is the actual capacity work - the community development work, the 
intentionality of service around guiding people into relationships in community 
that help them be safe. So - our role in capacity -building, in community 
development, in guiding the community to help people have that circle of safety 
around them and yet that's the first thing that we let go of because we have 
limited training dollars. 

5. Is the BCSN in line with your notion of best service for this population? 

Almost all o f the participants were familiar with the proposed seating model and 

the overwhelming response to this question was a fairly emphatic yes. Several 

participants stipulated that it should be viewed as a transitional model, an evolutionary 

service which would eventually devolve into the generic system as there was transfer of 

skills and knowledge to the local level. 

PI - To be honest, I think the B C S N is in line with best service because in terms 
of this program all of the specialized services are small enough and the funding 
pool is small enough that i f you try to break it up you end up with too many little 
bits that you can't really do anything with. . . 

P2 -1 understand the model very well -1 think its an ideal model. I think its 
absolutely wonderful because its just the ideal combination of some kind of 
centralized core which allows for quality assurance but remains true to service at 
the local level .. . the balance between central control and service at the local level 
- well I wish all our services in health were planned this way. 
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P3 - the model you proposed was highly innovative in terms of the way of 
approaching service delivery. Unfortunately we didn't get it into a pilot stage 
which could have been used to demonstrate the value and utility - but its a model 
that could have cut across a variety of service needs. 

P4 -1 have to admit you produced almost the one and only best model so its very 
hard to think of another way of doing that to meet the goals with the same sort of 
expenditure and same kind of commitment. 

It was interesting that almost everybody interviewed indicated that it was 

essentially a shame that the model had not been implemented early on in the downsizing 

process before it was scuttled by political change. 

PI - What I heard (about the B C S N ) was that it was a generally well-accepted 
proposal - people believed that it was important that it happen and it didn't and 
it's problem 

P2 -1 find it almost criminal that such a unique, wonderful model that takes the 
best of everything available should have been lost 

P3 - Its a very small expenditure for government to make - and its really a shame 
that that hasn't been agreed to - as one way of committing to the promises that 
were made in the past 

P4 -1 thought the seating review was one of the most comprehensive reviews that 
we made during the deinstitutionalization process -1 don't think we could have 
done a more thorough job in terms of analysis and tell me about the outcome? 
J - w e l l . . . 
P4 - there was no outcome. 

A former T S C member was concerned that a new specialized service like the 

B C S N not be funded without exhausting all other currently available options -

particularly within tertiary care facilities. This respondent was also clearly worried about 

the effect of 'putting out a shingle' - in other words - once the service was out there it 

would be used whether it was actually truly required or not. 
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PI -1 think that as a transitional step... the thing I worry about whenever 
something new is proposed is that you don't commit to something that is cast in 
concrete - the model that was proposed is an appropriate transitional step to see A . 
what transpires and B . utilization - and whether or not it then, after a period of 
time, would suggest something that either tweaks, refines or sends off in a 
different direction - so the short answer is yes the reason why I like transition 
is because it suggests flexibility, response to need, a concern for access as 
opposed to 'lets try something'. Part of what we need to do is make sure the 
allocation process reflects utilization as opposed to — once you've put stuff out 
there - bread on the water - you can't take it back too easy. 

6. Why might the BCSN not get off the ground? 

This question generated much historical reference to what actually happened at 

that critical point when the service was either going to be fully endorsed or not. The 

themes which arose converged on the effect of change, especially sweeping change, on a 

process or system. Participants spoke of the impact of the new ministry, the finality of 

closure - including the disappearance of the T S C - the worry and stress bureaucrats 

experienced related to the uncertainty of their new positions, or i f they would even have a 

job when all was said and done. 

P -1 think it was one of the casualties of C P R (Contract and Program 
Restructuring) 
J - restructuring? 
P - and the inception of M C F (Ministry for Children and Families) - because 
that's when the chaos erupted. A l l the kind of upper level visioning and planning 
that should continue to occur at least on a casual, i f not a consistent basis to 
ensure that service delivery has some continuity stopped. There was no longer 
anyplace to take an issue like the need for seating. T S C disappeared. 

The difficulty of implementing a centralized model in a regional system was 

raised as a stumbling block. Participants commented that i f the money was simply given 

to the regions to be used for seating for adults with developmental disabilities, there 
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would be little chance that the B C S N would ever be implemented because the likelihood 

of the regions sharing money to accomplish this end would be slight. 

The importance of timing was alluded to frequently - the window of opportunity 

that can shut with very little warning in a shifting political medium. Some initiatives 

were implemented and others were not, purely on this basis. 

If this had been implemented before the T S C was disbanded, sort of our 
restructuring in 1996,1 think perhaps it would have been much like H S C L , or 
nutrition/dysphagia and have been fully implemented. A lot of it was to do with 
timing. 

Participants commented on the concept of 'champions' in the system - committed 

individuals (typically bureaucrats) dedicated to the accomplishment of a specific mission 

- and how their presence or absence could dictate process outcomes: 

What you don't have (and by you I mean you and the few other people in the 
province who have actually thought about this) is you don't have a champion. 

Several references were made to the use (or lack thereof) of research in political 

and programmatic decision-making. Many participants commented that often the data 

was there, but not ultimately referred to in planning and development. 

Wel l we went to quite some lengths - we paid for that research - but although 
information was brought forward that was excellent - our response to it was 
minimal. 

Therapists, government administrators and the B C A C L respondent all commented 

on the perception that this population is already receiving an over-abundance of resources 

and this at a time when (scarce) resources are viewed competitively by various consumer 

groups: 
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Like you (another focus group participant) said, this population is already viewed 
as spoiled, as already having very rich resources and now we're going to put even 
richer resources into this group. 

The B C A C L representative had little patience with this attitude that their 

population was over-served: 

I know (we're expensive) we hear the same from child protection - look at all the 
dollars that are spent on community living services - well yes but we serve about 
16% of the population from birth to death right? A n d that's all we hear - I 'm 
getting more and more incensed as days go by. 

7. If the BCSN were to start, where should it be placed and should it be open to 

other disability groups? 

Most interviewees answered that the B C S N should be placed in the existing 

H S C L program in the Ministry of Health. One respondent queried the suitability of this 

placement, stating it might be better positioned in a tertiary care facility such as Sunny 

H i l l or G F Strong. The response to this question was generally quite benign and was 

captured by this respondent's view: 

Y o u know what?.... A s long as it sits somewhere... but it makes sense in lots of 
ways that it is there (in H S C L ) . 

A s to the possibility of the service being available to other disability groups -

almost everybody thought that (A) it should be, but (B) that might in the end draw service 

away from the population for whom it was originally intended. 

J - If it was to start should it move toward a goal of being accessible to other 
populations? 
P -1 don't know why it shouldn't. M y worry would be - i f there's limited 
resources and its designed for a certain population, do we supplement the resource 
to ensure that i f we broaden its mandate - or do we just spread it thinner? So I 'm 
cautious about that but also cautious about not saying well there are other people 
who have seating needs and should be helped. . 
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Therapist Focus Groups: Review of Preferences Expressed in the 1996 Study 

In the group interviews with community therapists across B C , the first part of the 

discussion was devoted to review of the themes which had emerged in the 1996 B C S N 

study. These themes have been earlier described under therapist preferences and are also 

articulated in the moderator guide (Appendix A ) so I w i l l not elaborate further other than 

to list them with the (current) therapist responses elicited in this study. The final question 

did not address confirmation of a theme, but was rather an overall comment on therapist's 

beliefs regarding the current relevance of the model. 

Almost without exception, these themes which had arisen in the earlier study were 

still considered important today. One exception was regarding the wisdom of opening 

the model up to other populations without absolutely ensuring that this evolution would 

be accompanied by additional resources. The second minor difference in opinion from 

the 1996 therapist survey was regarding the distinctness of the population (severe 

developmental disability) with regards to seating. 

1. The importance of assessment in the home environment 

There was unanimous agreement on the continued relevance of this theme: 

I agree, this population gets flustered easily, and gets more tense in a different 
environment. Its a lot easier for them to deal with us (as strangers) when they're 
in their own home - easier to assess, less of an ordeal, not so tired getting to 
another place -1 think the home is the way to go. 

2. The preferred role of the community therapist in the seating process 

A l l participants stated their desire to perform the seating service dependent on 

their experience and the complexity of the seating client and specifically to be the 'direct 

service provider with access to resources': 
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Yes, it still makes very good sense actually. I think to provide an excellent 
service then you have to know what your boundaries are and then you need to call 
for help. 

3. The importance of mentoring 

There were no real surprises about the continued interest in mentoring by 

experienced complex seating clinicians to build skills and confidence: 

Mentoring definitely works very well - you just build up your knowledge, and 
your confidence - its always good to be able to say that's very nice for me to learn 
this but for now you do it. .. 

One participant even commented that therapists who were not interested in 

increasing their seating abilities really should not be working in the community with this 

population. She stated that seating was so important for this population that an interest in 

seating should be almost a pre-requisite for the job. 

4. Local control of the seating process 

A l l of the participants agreed that local control of the seating process was pivotal 

to ensuring that the client's (and therapist's) needs were well met. 

A lot of the homes have so many questions and you're the only person there that's 
left you know to answer questions and to follow through and to ensure that the 
recommendations actually meet that person's needs functionally. I 'd strongly 
agree with that statement as well . 

5. Distinctness of population with regards to seating needs 

There was a variety of opinions about this assumption - one therapist summed up 

the ambivalence: 

I agree and disagree because, yes it is a special population, which takes certain 
skills because you can't get a lot of verbal feedback from the client - therefore its 
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an asset having people like you (complex seating specialists) having worked with 
that population because you're not dependent on that feedback but at the same 
time - we are still dealing with people and bodies 

But others felt that the specific experience with persons with severe developmental 

disabilities was key because of the critical importance of the interacting body systems 

(respiratory, skin, gastro-esophageal, orthopedic) which all have to be encompassed in a 

thorough assessment. 

6. The inclusion of other populations in the BCSN 

This statement also elicited some caution and a fair bit of debate. While it was 

felt that there was no doubt that other population groups (particularly persons with brain 

injuries) would benefit from such a service, there was clearly concern about the potential 

for dilution as opposed to augmentation of the service. This view was supported by the 

response to the similar pre-set question asked of all interviewees. 

PI - I 'm not working with other people. I 'm most concerned for my clients and I 
would worry about availability i f it was spread too thin. Because it seems so 
often that - referring to the community PT or... the H S C L clients are not high 
priority 

P2 - It would be a big help i f we could have it for everyone - we could promote it 
for other groups 

7. " Importance of information 

Participants valued access to good quality information but felt that there was no 

substitute for hands on expertise in some cases. 

Information is fine, but when it comes to the severe client - then information is 
fine but it doesn't get you a seating system 

There was guarded enthusiasm for the primary dispersal method for information 
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being the Internet. Most therapists liked the idea and were particularly sold on the 

efficiency of e-mail for primary communication, but were worried about their own 

'technical abilities' as well as their ability to physically access scarce computers in health 

units. 

While some participants were intimidated by the idea of using the Internet for 

information exchange, other's thought the B C S N should go far beyond that - using video 

conferencing technology for outreach assessments and interactive web-sites. It was clear 

that even in the small group of seven therapists who participated in the teleconferences, 

there was a wide range of aptitude and interest in the use of high tech medium to enhance 

practice. 

8. The relevance of the model today 

A l l focus group participants confirmed the continued relevance of the B C S N as it 

had been envisioned in 1996. Therapists were, on the whole, less aware of the policy 

challenges that such a service might face and approached the worth of the model from a 

very community-based, clinical perspective (as opposed to the other, more politically 

attuned stakeholder groups). A s far as they were concerned, their clients who lived in 

community group homes across B C , needed this specialized service even more now then 

when it was originally conceived: 

They were curious about the length of time it was taking to get the B C S N off the 

ground, and whether or not it would ever be implemented, but were not really surprised 

by the delay. 

Wel l , given our depressed economic situation and a government who has 
consistently put forth a deficit budget - where would it be on the priority scale? 
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Understanding Decision-Making 

The forces that shape decision-making in public policy, particularly in the health

care arena, are multiple and complex. This is perhaps a self-evident statement, but in 

analysis the first thing one must attempt to do is somehow simplify, reduce and tame 

some of these layered and competing factors into manageable units of information. The 

use of policy models can serve to simplify reality, providing theoretical frameworks for 

understanding the development and outcomes of government policies. Models provide a 

tool to analyze causal patterns in a process, which may then lead to more generalized 

findings and insights. 

A Choice of Lenses 

In this study I have chosen to use several models of policy analysis to enhance 

understanding of the forces at play around deinstitutionalization and the generation of 

community services in B C . The term 'policy' itself covers four different types of 

activities and rules of government including: a general statement of interests and 

objectives; a specific statement of future intentions; a set of standing rules; and the past 

set of actions (Palmer & Short, 1989). Health policy refers to stated intents and courses 

of actions which impact on the whole of the health care sector, including institutions, 

services, organizations and funding structures. Okma (1996) viewing health care in its 

broader definition as an integral part of social policy, stated that, in addition to the 

income protection and redistribution function common to all public policies, health 

policies are also concerned with safeguarding access to health insurance and health care 

services. These safeguards include a wide range of measures aimed at regulating actual 
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health care services in order to protect consumers and maintain the special status of health 

professionals. 

Models serve as conceptual lenses that focus and shape the study of policy 

process and outcomes (Allison, 1971). The ability to use several lenses to inspect 

different units of interest helps to both widen the scope of analysis and selectively 

illuminate diverse aspects of policy-making (Crichton, 1981). K le in (1974) suggested the 

need to develop a conceptualization of policy-analysis as a form of multi-dimensional 

chess. This sounds extremely arduous and complex to this policy neophyte (and non-

chess player) but it is a metaphor that serves to highlight the interconnectedness of the 

programs and issues involved in a cross-ministry, cross-political party, and cross-society, 

20 year undertaking such as deinstitutionalization in B C . 

Discussion of Emergent Themes 

The cross-section of 'answers' to the pre-set questions indicated the presence of 

strong opinions and the germs of many ideas which could be expanded. This section is 

devoted to those emergent themes and further, what more general relevance they might 

have to offer. Policy analysis models w i l l be applied where pertinent to the topic under 

discussion. 

Barriers and Opportunities 

Throughout the focus groups and interviews there was discussion about what 

things had been well accomplished during deinstitutionalization and conversely what 

could have been done differently. Many interesting ideas were put forward, as well as 

specific and occasionally harsh criticisms of the process and outcomes. The following 
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themes constitute the barriers and opportunities which contributed to the shaping of 

community l iving services (including the B C S N ) and their continued evolution. 

A l l or Nothing Approach 

The notion that government bodies tend to use an all or nothing approach in 

policy-making was raised by many interviewees, across several areas of discussion. 

Participants spoke disparagingly of this tendency, referring to it as; "having blinders on "; 

"black or white mentality"; "tunnel vision"; "one end of the spectrum or the other"; " 

no middle-ground"; and "lack of flexibility": 

PI - . . .there were some simplistic assumptions made - and this slides into the 
vision of complete integration - taking the philosophy all or nothing - this idea 
that we would be able to completely integrate these services... 

P2 - .. .because you're dealing with government and the block here again is the all 
or nothing attitude, when government takes an initiative on its all or nothing and 
the Ministry of Health is not in the business of providing service - so its whether 
it makes sense or not - they don't give us any flexibility to use common sense and 
discretion. 

While this all or nothing approach was generally condemned, a few participants did offer 

reasons why it might have been necessary, and even desirable at some points along the 

deinstitutionalization course in order to maintain the necessary momentum: 

PI - We kept a very tunnel-vision focus on what we needed for people with 
developmental disabilities and quite possibly in the transition of folks to the 
community that was desirable but we didn't think about the long term impact of 
that - like H S C L is now starting to see 

P2 -1 have to start from the perspective that says - once you decide you're going 
to close it, the worst thing you can do is prolong that because as you prolong it, as 
you string out the life of an institution, its critical mass goes... 
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The province of B C had determined a course of action culminating in the 

complete closure of institutions for persons with a mental handicap. This central policy 

approach was the driving force around which all other decisions were made (or not 

made). The desired outcome was achieved, even i f that was accomplished with a certain 

amount of (perceived) bulldozing and lack of peripheral vision: 

PI - the more financially-oriented senior managers were very pleased that they had 
in fact done what they said they would - complete a closure - without huge 
political backfiring, not a lot of debts, basically strong partnership with the non
profit advocacy sector, on time, most things i f not implemented, then quote, 
unquote - underway... it became kind of more junior, that profile really 
disappeared, with regionalization in health completely capturing most people's 
attention.... 

P2- people that had the money and were the movers and shakers - they wanted to 
accomplish their mandate and move on - which is exactly what happened 

P3- but these people move on - they have their project to do and at some level 
they're quite practical -1 w i l l do my project, I w i l l do a good job of it, and 
someone else w i l l deal with issues (that arise later) 

It was the people left holding the proverbial bag after closure who really felt that 

things had been missed, mistakes made, and that there was a lack of fine-tuning in the 

final product. Simply closing the institutions - "changing resident's postal codes" (as one 

participant put it) - was not enough to ensure successful community living. The process 

was not truly over. The problem was though (as noted in the last quote), once the closure 

had occurred, that profile dimmed, it became a more "junior" project, and attention was 

shifted to the predominant, and very high profile, policy course of the time - that of 

regionalization in health.: 
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A n all or nothing approach is not a responsive one but it gets the job done, and 

apparently that was the point for the more senior government people ultimately 

responsible for deinstitutionalization. A s one participant commented: 

P - Hey, its (deinstitutionalization) a concrete piece of work. But they look at 
community support and see this amorphous need right? 
J - with no beginning or end... 
P - right - when we close an institution we can wave a bunch of flags and make a 
video - Rita M c N e i l sings... 

The Importance of Profile 

Several participants either alluded to or spoke directly about the importance of 

having a high profile for a project, program or process to succeed in government. 

Attention is paid to those things that demand it, and in particular those things that are 

politically visible - front and centre in the public eye. The terms "politically sexy", 

"having cachet", "life or death issues", "big" , "highprofile" and "highpriority" were 

used to describe this phenomenon. 

From what participants said, as long as an initiative has this enhanced aura about 

it, money and resources w i l l flow and canny planners can slide their sub-projects in 

alongside to catch the same wave. O f course, once that wave breaks (and for 

deinstitutionalization in B C it broke in late 1996), the unique opportunity is lost. One 

T S C member referred to the importance of acting decisively, bringing projects through to 

completion, while the high profile existed: 

PI - So the. A t Home Program came in during that time and probably wouldn't 
have i f deinstitutionalization wasn't already occurring. Deinstitutionalization 
gave politicians and very senior staff in the two ministries a very high profile of 
supporting people with developmental disabilities in community. 
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P2 - .. .because the profile is gone, the focus is gone, the closures are finished and 
the new money isn't there any longer ... .the profile shone sunlight for a decade 
and now that's all dried up. 

Other participants regretted not pushing initiatives through while chances for 

implementation were better. They spoke, for example, about the issue of supporting 

families in the community with developmentally disabled children who had never left 

home; establishing seating and augmentative communication services in community; and 

securing specialized professional supports over the longer term: 

PI - The seating, counseling, augmentative communication, assistive technology, 
and all the other services that were left out at the end - should have been a part of 
a 5 year plan submitted to the treasury board so they would acknowledge the 
needs - giving them some time to analyze and plan based on reliable data, 
statistics and research ...We had a golden opportunity (during 
deinstitutionalization) to - through internal research as well as contracted research 
advice and even i f they ran out of fuel, money and political w i l l to forge ahead in 
the aftermath of deinstitutionalization we should have left that (5 year plan)... We 
didn't push hard enough when we had the chance. 

P2 - one of the things we said, quite impassioned, to the community was "Just let 
us finish. Just let us get these people out. A n d then we ' l l be beside you. We wi l l 
help your sons and daughters find a place to live in community" and guess what? 
The well dried up... 

A Framework for Assessing Profile 

The idea that projects can have more or less 'profile', or be given a higher or 

lower priority rating at a given time, has been explored systematically using a criteria 

framework, by Hal l , Land, Parker & Webb (1975): 

If we regard an issue as having a natural history then, at any particular time, 
certain levels of legitimacy, feasibility and support w i l l be ascribed to it by 
authorities having the power to settle its priority (p. 358) 
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The concept of legitimacy refers to the degree to which the government should be 

concerned with an issue; feasibility with how 'do-able' the project is seen to be, or how 

resolvable the problem; and support, with the perceived amount of approval and interest 

an issue has. A n issue becomes, or is made, high profile by establishing it is a legitimate 

object of government intervention - something that can be ultimately accomplished or is 

feasible (preferably with a minimum of cost and public outcry) and that has high enough 

support from within government and from the voting public. When all of these factors 

combine favorably, then an issue (policy, program, initiative) is pushed to the front of the 

line and given priority status. 

Deinstitutionalization possessed all three criteria (legitimacy, feasibility, support) 

and retained them long enough for the mission to be accomplished. Other community 

living initiatives, while legitimate objects of government concern, and for the most part 

feasible, albeit expensive, clearly do not have the same high level of support from either 

government or the general public, hence the diminished profile for community living 

services, including the B C S N , once closure was complete: 

P - what you proposed was pretty darn frugal 
J - But it's not a very high profile issue (seating) 
P - N o , its not something that generates headlines because people die. 

Sidelined in a N e w Ministry 

Following on the theme of diminished profile, once deinstitutionalization was 

complete, the program responsible for the support of adults with a mental handicap in 

community was relocated from the dissolved Ministry of Social Services to the brand 

new Ministry for Children and Families ( M C F ) . Without going into detail, this newly 
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conceived ministry had essentially arisen out of the Gove Inquiry, an investigation into 

how the social safety net had completely failed to save the life of one little boy. British 

Columbians were collectively appalled by this tragedy, and the details of the investigation 

which revealed a heavily burdened social services system with many fissures into which a 

child might easily fall. The new M C F was intended to focus on child safety - an 

emotionally charged and extremely high profile subject amongst the voting public. 

The decision to place the Community Liv ing Services program into the M C F 

instead of into the Ministry of Health was intriguing. The new program was essentially 

an amalgamation of Services for Community Liv ing (within Ministry of Health) and 

Services for Persons with a Mental Handicap (within Ministry of Social Services). The 

Fal l , 1996 front page story in 'Community Liv ing News, the newsletter for B C A C L , 

stated that: 

The B C Government's late September announcement to move services for adults 
and children with developmental disabilities into the new Ministry for Children 
and Families has generated serious concern throughout B C A C L . "We support a 
ministry charged with the protection of children at risk, but want to make sure 
protection functions are separated from service delivery to individuals with 
developmental disabilities" said B C A C L Executive Director, Judy Carter-Smith. 

Several participants mused about the reasoning behind the decision to keep adult services 

in a children's ministry, but since I did not specifically ask this question of most 

participants, I would not hazard to speculate further then the thoughtful rationale 

provided by this former T S C member: 

P - Yes all the effort in the past three years has gone into this new ministry, which 
of course has a mandate to protect children. Al l i ed out there on the side are the 
services for adults. 
J - A bit of an anachronism? 
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P - Yes, and part of the worry, although there wasn't a great deal of consultation 
with the public, came from families who said 'we don't want our adult children to 
be treated like children, in a children's ministry - we don't like the association'. 
The other part of the thinking was ' W e l l at least its better than Health'. So I 
think, by and large, B C A C L and the involved, sort of out-spoken families, from 3 
or 4 years ago all worried about being left out but they preferred to remain, at least 
with a ministry that showed it had that kind of understanding for issues around 
people with developmental disabilities....1 think most (adults) with disabilities in 
this province are supported by the Ministry of Health, .. .so the families and 
associations have lost their central contact in the Ministry of Health .. .and found 
themselves in a different ministry, very much on the outskirts of the main action 
J - So they wanted to stay with M C F because they had a better understanding of 
the issues and history but at the same time they knew they wouldn't be a big 
priority within that ministry? 

P - Yes, and I think that decision was the best one, not the right one, but it was the 
better of the two. 

Response to Change 

Participants alluded frequently to the stresses and difficulties associated with 

change and how this contributed to the shaping of events. The change referred to was the 

completion of downsizing and the restructuring of the ministries with it's resultant 

shuffling of programs and positions. During that time, there was a loss of continuity, 

sense of security and of impetus to complete projects. People were worried about 

whether they would have a job when the dust settled, never mind whether all of the bits 

and pieces of unfinished business associated with the closure of institutions were 

resolved. 

Major change in the work environment can cause confusion and loss of focus. It 

requires a period of transition for adaptation to occur, especially when multiple changes 

are occurring simultaneously (Manion, 1995). What participants in this study described 

was an organizational structure and group of people being buffeted by change during the 

restructuring phase. Terms such as; clobbered, really stressed, collapsing, trying to 
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survive, fear and anxiety, frustration, caught in the shuffle, uncertainty, casualty and 

chaos were used to describe the effects of the completion of institutional closure and the 

reorganization of service provider contracts and ministries that occurred in 1998: 

PI - but remember, restructuring clobbered everybody last year - families were 
worried about ministries collapsing, the regions collapsing into one another, huge 
contract reform... 

P2 - it was totally stress, everybody in Victoria thought they were going to be 
losing their job, they didn't know what was happening... a lot of uncertainty. 

P3 - Why didn't it happen (the B C S N ) ? I don't know why -1 think it was one of 
the casualties of contract and program restructuring... and the inception of M C F 
- because that's when the chaos erupted. A l l of the kind of upper level visioning 
and planning that should continue to occur at least on a casual basis, i f not a 
consistent basis, to ensure that service delivery has some continuity, stopped. 
There was no longer any place to take an issue like the need for seating. T S C 
disappeared. 

The responses to the profound changes that were happening within the 

government and advocacy sectors responsible for community living services were 

understandable and even foreseeable. For the persons and organizations feeling the 

disorienting backlash of change however, this academic predictability would have been 

(at least initially) of scant consolation and little practical value. The change process is 

said to have predictable stages (Spencer and Adams, 1990), starting with an initial loss of 

focus and accompanying confusion and disorientation which is very hard to avoid, even 

where change has been long expected. From a timing point of view, periods of change 

can present opportunities as well as challenges. It seems clear, however, that participants 

in this study viewed the change as destabilizing and ultimately deleterious for projects 

introduced during that period. A s one participant laconically stated: "People were out 

there, trying to survive". 
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Timing and the Invisible Process 

The importance of timing in political decision-making cannot be underestimated. 

Laframboise (1973) used the successful initiation of a new and expensive federal fitness 

program to illustrate the critical impact of timing (along with sheer luck) in moving a 

proposal up to a point of acceptance in government. He called such timing part of the 

'invisible process' which determined "why some perfectly sound proposals lie stillborn 

and dusty in a file drawer while other, apparently less worthy, proposals are accepted and 

implemented" (p. 362). 

Other aspects of this stratagem included, introducing proposals that are in sync 

with the (relatively few) ideas or problems which are occupying public and political 

attention at any given time, as well as ensuring the proposal itself is sound, well-

constructed and preferably, exciting. If it can also be championed by a powerful 

personality and touted by an outside expert, so much the better, according to Laframboise 

(1973). 

Participants in this study alluded frequently to the importance of timing in a 

number of contexts. The paired themes of timing and chronological order were discussed 

with regards to the movement of people with more complex needs out of the institutions. 

One participant felt that the persons with challenging behaviours or high medical needs 

should have actually moved into community before those persons with simpler needs and 

fewer demands on community services. 

It seemed though, that whenever stakeholders thought retrospectively about 

changing the downsizing process, with respect to timing, sequencing of events, or 
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comprehensiveness of planning, they keep returning to the significance of the 'fait 

accompli' in politics: 

J - in hindsight what could you have done? Could you have worked parallel to the 
institutional closure (on establishing community services for persons with 
developmental disabilities already in community)? 
P - we could have - and I don't know how wise that would have been looking at 
some of the other provinces who have handled it more that way (ensuring 
availability of community services before closing). Deinstitutionalization has 
stopped (there) - and one of the things we have in our favour is that the 
institutions are closed. They can't put them back. .. .so while, yes, the community 
people have had more support in some other provinces, deinstitutionalization 
hasn't really happened in the same way. 

The failure of the B C S N to get off the ground was often attributed to the 

unfortunate timing of the proposal. The final project report was submitted in June, 1997, 

after Woodlands and Glendale had closed and just prior to the break-up of the T S C . 

Several participants commented that i f the proposal had been requested sooner then the 

service might have been developed before institutional closure shifted the emphasis from 

development of specialized services to saving dollars. A further critical timing point was 

that the disbanding of the T S C meant there was no person or committee to ensure that the 

final stage service plans, like the B C S N , were implemented. 

'Genericization' - Goal or Threat? 

The debate around generic versus specialized services for a population with high 

needs (challenging behaviours, complex physical needs) was discussed earlier with 

regards to the implications for planning for services prior to the final phase of 

deinstitutionalization. The findings from this research do not indicate that this debate has 

been resolved with the closure of the institutions. Perhaps it is not resolvable in any 
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concrete way and is an issue destined to continually evolve, devolve and revolve in 

circles, engaging and confounding researchers and policy-makers alike. 

From the wider government perspective, general services which can be accessed 

by the population at large, within which there is provision for meeting special needs, 

appeared to be the ultimate goal as articulated in an interview with this policy-maker: 

I believe that the application of policy within government needs to be predicated 
on citizenry as opposed to labels. That what we do, is try to meet the needs of the 
populace by virtue of the policy stance and programmatic set-ups that we have 
(but) that we are aware of the extraordinary and unique needs that people have. 
So that in fact, we try where possible, to create those policies and structures and 
programs to address those needs - but - that we don't go into it with the view that 
says ' A Ha! - they're mentally handicapped, therefore they need a special 
approach'. 

B y far the majority response was more pragmatic than this however, as participants 

reconciled their belief in the ability of persons with severe developmental disabilities to 

fully utilize the generic system, with the reality of meeting highly specialized needs over 

a wide geographic area like B C : 

I think the answer is to go as generic as possible. N o w having said that - there are 
incidences, clinical issues where you just won't ever have the highly developed 
specialization available generically.. .Some things just won't make it that way and 
so you're going to bring in the so-called outside specialized supports....like 
Sunny H i l l did for years and years to the child development centres of this 
province.. .and I think that's necessary ... and staff in remote areas get excited 
about a professional challenge - they learn from that and eventually you w i l l need 
less (but) there has to be some kind of specialization that can continue that 
development and training .. .1 think core-funding of macro-regional approaches or 
centralized but networked response systems make good sense. 

Other participants viewed the need for specialized services as immediate and 

essential and took a negative retrospective view of the philosophical push towards the use 
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of existing community services. Rightly or wrongly, it appears that the stage was set for 

the eventual devolution of all specialized services into the generic system. 

P - the ultimate vision was complete genericization.. .its the part that's not on the 
mark and I guess there were some simplistic assumptions made (and this slides 
into the vision of complete integration).. .this idea that at some point we would be 
able to completely integrate these services, and the other one being, 
underestimating the need of these clients for more intensive direct service -
assuming it wouldn't be much more then for the general population. So planning 
and budgeting was done on this basis. 
J - when you say complete genericization - was there a time-line of this? 
P - 5 years. 

A l l of the therapists in the focus groups stated that specialized services for certain 

clinical areas like seating or dysphagia were critical, but held diverging opinions on the 

need for a dedicated service for persons with a mental handicap for general rehabilitation. 

One therapist expressed regret that specialized rehabilitation services were indeed 

necessary for this group; others commented on the overall lack of knowledge and interest 

in the needs of this population within the general health care realm; and others about the 

risks of not ensuring that dollars remain dedicated to the intended population. 

Unfortunately, I must say regrettably, H S C L needs to stick around for a while and 
I say unfortunately because for me, its hard to believe that they would be treated 
any differently than other clients, or not seen as often, or sort of - not treated as 
well - going into as much depth. 

It is clear that generic services, while philosophically a worthy goal, are also 

perceived by some as a threat, because of the loss of control of dedicated services, the 

perceived loss of accountability for earmarked funds, the likelihood of dilution of 

knowledge and interest and finally the very real potential for inadequate service 

provision. 
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Sustainability 

Not surprisingly, financial sustainability was identified as a unanimous problem 

across stakeholder groups. A discussion of health care reform is not within the scope of 

this paper. However, the impact of budget cut-backs on the ability to obtain and retain 

funding for community living services was clearly of universal concern for the 

participants in this study. A s one interviewee commented: 

What I 'm saying is that as we've had a restricted and reduced budget capacity, 
that's forced a reevaluation about what's provided to whom and in what way, 
shape or form... 

When asked what the greatest challenge to the provision of quality service was, 

almost everybody's first response was funding. When asked why the B C S N was not 

implemented, people spoke of money being lost - as i f it had slipped through a hole in 

someone's pocket. Many participants seemed to have a kind of fatalism when speaking 

of money, as i f no further explanation was required. This is likely a function of years of 

being told (by superiors, by the media, by elected representatives) that there is not enough 

money, the province is in debt, and the health care system in crisis: 

J - O K what do you think your greatest challenges are going to be in ensuring the 
quality of services for people with developmental disabilities? 
PI - budgets. 
J - O K ? 
PI - what can I say (laughs). 
J -1 don't know.. . 
PI - it's very expensive to support people in community - so it's being able to 
maintain our budgets. 

P2 - and even things like when the dollars got lost.. 
J - now there's an interesting concept, that the money got lost? 
P2 - probably into another program, I don't know where it went. 
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P3- There's already the H S C L money going into the health unit and it disappears, 
not sure where, but it disappears - into the black hole that is our health care 
system. 

Whenever money is in short supply, services must compete for funding. If any 

group is seen as receiving any more than their "fair share" then resentment is created. 

One way to counter this it to enhance the profile of the receiving group by stressing their 

'deservedness' as well as the legitimacy of their need. In health, the legitimacy of need is 

often determined by the level of acuteness. Services that 'save lives' are valued highly, 

while services which merely enhance life are considered non-essential, as voiced by this 

former T S C member: . 

M y question to you is where do you think the C E O ' s priority is with relation to 
allocation of resources? Locked tightly into hospitals - you can be sure that when 
there's an F T E (funding for full time staff position), that w i l l go to hospitals to the 
devastation of smaller peripheral community services. 

This acute versus non-acute perspective, based on 'medical model' thinking with its 

emphasis on cure, while being slowly displaced by the broader view of health as "a 

positive concept emphasizing social and personal resources as well as physical 

capacities" (BC, 1993) is still the strongest determinant of health service priority. The 

radical shift in thinking required for deinstitutionalization, which encompassed the re-

framing of disability from a medical to social problem (discussed earlier in this paper), 

does not yet truly extend to the allocation of resources. Hospitals, where people 

(including those with developmental disabilities) get problems fixed, tend to be 

considered much more important than community services, which prevent things from 

getting broken in the first place. 
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A therapist commented on the general opinion in health units that persons 

supported by H S C L are over-served (therefore over-funded), while other (equally) 

deserving persons are under-served. This perception was reinforced by members of other 

stakeholder groups: 

Our client group has 24 hour care and all the equipment they need. A n average 
person in the community with, say Multiple Sclerosis, doesn't get that. So again 
recognizing the disparity between different population groups. 

The equity game is one that is played quite subliminally in some cases and 

deliberately in others: Who really is more deserving? Children who were taken from 

their families at an early age to spend most of their lives in institutions are perceived by 

some groups to have been wronged by society which introduces the further complicating 

issue of redress (presumably increasing 'deservedness'). 

Bickenbach (1993) would question whether benefits are the means to a better life 

for the recipients or an end in themselves. This determination would help to define 

equity, because i f they are the end - then everybody should get the same dollar amount, 

and that would be it. However, i f they are the means to a better life, then what constitutes 

a better life would require quantification (no easy task) and various groups may require 

different benefits to achieve the goal. 

One participant spoke with some frustration about the perception that consumers 

with a severe developmental disability receive special (expensive) treatment so I asked 

the question 'what is equity?' and received a simple definition which emphasized the fact 

that different people have different levels of need - and it this which should define equity: 

J - What is equity? 

P - What is equity? If I got sick I 'd basically get the health care I need -1 might 
go on a waitlist, but I 'd get the care I need. 
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In Canada, the notion of equality of service is enshrined in the Canada Health Act 

under the principles of accessibility and universality of service. Equity, defined as an 

equal opportunity to receive health services according to needs is considered an essential 

Canadian value for health. Equality of opportunity for well-being is set out as an 

objective of Canadian confederation in Section 36 of the Constitution (Rachlis & 

Kushner, 1995). In B C , equity has been identified as a 'new direction' for health; "We 

must work to provide opportunities for good health on an equitable basis for all citizens 

in the province" ( B C , 1993). 

There is little doubt that equity is considered essential in principle, however, how 

this premise is actually applied in health or social service delivery is much more 

ambiguous and ultimately left to the determination of policy-makers. Clearly the issue of 

how much is 'enough', and correspondingly, what amount is 'too much' is a thorny and 

difficult one. It is a subject that requires viewing through several lenses in order to begin 

to understand the thinking involved in policy-making. 

Ways to V i e w Sustainability 

Al l i son (1971) proposed that three different paradigms, or lenses, be used to 

analyze government decision-making. The first of these, the classic Rational Actor 

Model , characterized governments as homogeneous decision-making entities or 'rational 

actors'. This model cast central government as a specific actor in the policy arena and is 

based on the concept of rational choice leading to policy options and goals. The actor 

chooses between alternative solutions, weighing different alternatives based on a careful 

analysis of the pros and cons. The unit of analysis in this model is government action as 
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rational choice. Using this model, the provincial government would first articulate what 

equity is and then implement it across the board for persons with disabilities using a 

redistribution formula. Policy would be populace-based (as discussed by a participant in 

an earlier quote), sweeping and fair. 

A l l i son argued that the rational actor model on its own was too idealistic and rigid 

to aid in comprehending political process in most instances (and I think my overtly 

simplistic use of it exemplifies this rationale), and so he proposed the use of two 

additional models to round out analysis. These two alternate frames of reference are 

termed the Organizational Model and the Political Model . 

In the Organizational Model , government is viewed as a collection of 

organizations, each with its own goals, procedures and programs where the basic unit of 

analysis is, government action as organizational. The central premise is that government 

action is determined by standard operating procedures and organizational goals which are 

influenced by routine, biased information, incremental change and the organizational 

perspective (Okma, 1996). Using this lens, the issue of how much is enough, becomes 

more a matter of how much this group cost to support in the past (e.g. how much did the 

institutions cost to run) and what amount of money w i l l suffice to maintain the 

organizational status quo and keep the bureaucratic system functioning efficiently. 

Factored into this thinking w i l l be the proportion of funding other disability groups 

receive, and how they receive it. This participant commented from an organizational 

perspective on what happens when projects (like downsizing) end: 

J - You're closing institutions, its easy to see, and then what happens, it's done, 
where does all that impetus, that drive, go? 
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P - a great question - it literally from the bureaucrat's point of view - they end up 
with different jobs - they all get shuffled off to deal with other kinds of issues or 
challenges and inevitably get sucked into the restructuring phenomena, and their 
management skills are relocated. 

Thirdly, the Political Model , sees government policy as a series of overlapping 

bargaining games played by relatively autonomous government bureaucrats. The basic 

unit of analysis is government action as political output resulting from bargaining: 

The name of the game is bureaucratic politics: bargaining along regularized 
channels among players positioned hierarchically within the government. 
Government behaviour can thus be understood.. .not as organizational outputs, but 
as outcomes of bargaining games... making government decisions not by rational 
choice but by the pulling and hauling that is politics (All ison, 1969, p. 65). 

It appears from the findings in this study that the Political Model is currently in 

ascendance in the province of B C , at least with regards to the issue of community living 

services. The 'rational actor' helped push deinstitutionalization through to completion 

(then attention was turned to regionalization) and once that was accomplished, 

bureaucratic politics moved to the fore. The question becomes not 'how much is enough' 

but how much money w i l l keep interest groups (including advocacy groups and service 

providers) quiet, and generate the most votes for the party. How and when things happen 

become more a matter of who holds the best cards and who plays the game with the most 

skil l and finesse: 

PI - and the (ministry) is saying .. .well - you're reneging on all this funding you 
promised us - so it's almost like two children fighting, back and forth, and 
sometimes projects like this just gets used as a pawn in that game. 

P2 - its because of who's in government, depends on who's in a particular job at a 
particular time and you lose that commitment and continuity depending on that 
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P3 - what is really frightening is when you realize that something (referring to the 
B C S N ) as well thought out could go by the wayside for no good reason - it just 
gives you a sense of how... 
J - tenuous? 

P4 - how capricious - the bureaucratic government system is. 

Champions in the System 

Along with having a high profile and getting the timing right, the importance of 

champions in the government system - bureaucrats with a mission - was raised by 

stakeholder group three, as pivotal to getting a proposal, program or mandate 

implemented. Al l i son ' s Political Model (1971), where government policy is seen as the 

outcome of a series of negotiations between relatively autonomous bureaucrats, provides 

an obvious frame of reference for the concept of 'champions'. Using this lens, it is easy 

to see how a person with charisma, who is good at playing the bargaining game, would be 

able to maneuver his or her favourite project through the bureaucratic maze. 

The counterpoint to this is ensuring that at least one of the persons on the 

receiving end of a proposal is sympathetic to the cause. Lamframboise (1973) stated that 

"...ideas move forward among sympathetic partisans who share the decision-making 

power and stall when the partisans are unsympathetic (p. 363). 

The idea of champions was raised first in the study when the question "Why might 

the BCSN not get off the ground" was asked of a participant: 

P - We covered some of that - lack of profile, competition between the remaining, 
still to be resolved, specialized initiatives, lack of new dollars, lack of a champion. 
J - It's interesting how individual that notion of a champion is? 
P - Absolutely, I know exactly what worked well and why because of who was 
there at the time.... But those are the four reasons. Remember this is program 
development, not mandated legislated work. There was no legislation at all that 
governed the downsizing. It was literally left up to a partnership of leaders in the 
community and leaders in the various ministries, .. .and once the dollars dried up, 
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once the champions had moved on, then this (the B C S N ) which wasn't life-
threatening and didn't have the same kind of commitment as before... 

Comparable situations to the proposal of seating services, where champions were present 

to move the initiative along were also raised: 

.. .dentistry (another specialized service) was easy - the director happened to be on 
board... and he jumped right into it with very good will - so dentistry was 
organized in a year and a half - money got moved. 

Other participants also reflected that the presence or absence of a champion could be key 

to the ultimate success of a project in government and pondered on just what it was that 

made a champion: 

It's a difficult thing (to define champions)... they had cachet, somehow they had 
entree and influence... I keep going back to the issue of champions.. .it depends 
on who's in government, depends on who's in a particular job at a particular time, 
and you lose that commitment and continuity depending on that because i f any 
project should have succeeded, it should have been this one right from the start. 

Universal Issues Impact Community Liv ing 

Earlier I discussed the idea that some of the challenges facing people recently 

moved to community were universal issues impacting on, rather than specific to, this 

group. Aging of the Canadian population, societal grappling with the 'right to die' ethos, 

and the legal complexities of adult guardianship were all raised in the study as 

particularly relevant to this population. The general goal of 'aging in place', was 

extrapolated to persons with developmental disabilities in the context of their being able 

to stay in the homes that had been built for them so they could live in community. 

P - N o w I think we're dealing with a significant problem and its a generic 
problem.. .and that's created by the fact that we don't have a nice bell curve on 
aging - right now we have a population... 
J - that's getting old 
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P - yes - what we've got right now is a demand on our system such that we're 
seeing some disproportionately problematic aspects of aging in place - about 
being able to support people to do that - and I believe that one of the things that is 
also leading people with mental handicaps to go into long term care facilities. 

Therapists, in particular, were concerned that the implications of aging, and its 

accompanying physical deterioration, had not been thought through for their clients with 

developmental disabilities. They discussed the problems with clients being transferred 

from one ministry to another ( M C F to Health). For example, when an elderly person 

living in a community home starts to functionally decline, rather than attempts being 

made to modify their physical environment or add to the caregiver supports to allow them 

to remain in community, they are shifted into an E C U . 

Other stakeholders also viewed this as an example of shortsightedness in the 

planning process - an aspect that should not have been missed, especially given the 

current focus on this as a universal societal problem. 

We were strong in our thinking and vision that we did not want institutions but we 
didn't stop to think about aging - and what were we thinking? I don't think we 
thought the system was going to pick them up because that would have meant 
extended care -1 just think we didn't think about it. 

Contradicting the above comment on the lack of planning around aging, another 

participant stated that the policy and political w i l l should be in place to support people 

with high needs to age in place, so perhaps it was the implementation that was at fault i f 

this wasn't working: 

The issue that was raised was the policy of aging in place and supports necessary 
for that to occur.. .1 know what the policy is - we support it - that's why we have 
over the years developed community placements that were for extended care 
eligible people - and we set up a whole infrastructure.. .to support people to not 
only live within community but remain there - i f you have an R N in a group home 
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that's more than what you have in places where seniors live in this province - so I 
would expect in this environment you manage this person through the aging 
process. 

The findings from this study indicate that the problem of aging in place is most relevant 

for those individuals moving from institution, who were not considered, at the time of the 

move, to have high medical and physical needs or use a wheelchair. The planning 

approach taken was described by one participant as akin to taking a 'snapshot', and 

determining all resources from that fixed point. It may have been more sensible to ensure 

that all homes for persons with developmental disabilities were either wheelchair 

accessible, or easily convertible, with the funds to enable this secured through legislation. 

Research and Politics 

The link between research and policy or program development in health and 

social sciences is neither well-defined nor predictable (Lewin, 1986). The T S C chose to 

use research to help define the range and type of services required to ensure successful 

community l iving for persons with developmental disabilities. However, how they, and 

their successors, used the results and recommendations provided to them by contracted 

and in-house researchers was essentially discretionary. Research was just one aspect of a 

wide range of inputs into planning and decision-making, some of which I have already 

touched on. 

Participants, while not specifically asked about their thoughts on the relationship 

between research and decision-making, volunteered some insights into this somewhat 

selective connection in the context of planning for community living services. This 

participant, in commenting on the 'a l l or nothing' approach to total deinstitutionalization, 
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mentioned that research findings were sought on a specific topic of concern, then 

ultimately disregarded as they simply didn't fit with the goal of total integration: 

PI - We did research. We went to other (geographic) areas, and the feedback we 
got was that there are a certain element of people (involved with criminal justice 
system) that can't be put in community neighborhoods... .we were told don't do it, 
don't put them in community and that was reported back but we basically decided 
to do it anyway 
J - Because total deinstitutionalization was the goal? 
PI - exactly 

Another participant commented that there was not enough attention paid to what other 

countries were doing around residential models of care for people moving out of 

institutions into community - research on what was working and what was not 

internationally: 

If I had it to do over again, I 'd go to the T S C (and other committees) and have 
them look more closely at what was going on elsewhere. I really felt that we 
should have moved to (alternate models)... in the Scandinavian experience, and 
even Alberta and the U.S . 

One research topic (other than the B C S N ) which I did introduce in a few 

interviews was; why the deinstitutionalization process itself was apparently not being 

documented and evaluated in a systematic way. The answer I received in one interview 

was that "evaluation is important on the one hand, but really to accomplish the closure is 

so truly significant". Once again, the monumental significance of shutting those doors 

for good outweighed all the relatively lesser concerns of unfinished projects, community 

l iving service growing pains and worries about sustainability as well as the academic 

side-issue of documentation and analysis of the process. 
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The research which led to the B C S N proposal was generally well-received and 

regarded, but was ultimately just one factor in the final outcome. Rist (1994, p. 546) 

pointed out that: 

Policy making is multidimensional and multi-faceted. Research is but one, (and 
often minor at that) among the number of frequently contradictory and competing 
sources that seek to influence what is an ongoing and constantly evolving process 
(where).. .choosing not to decide is a frequent outcome. 

The Role of Interest Groups 

Throughout the interviews with the third stakeholder group (government 

bureaucrats), reference was made to the critical role of the B C A C L in the 

deinstitutionalization process and beyond. There was a tendency for bureaucrats to blame 

this advocacy group for some of the difficulties encountered in community living 

development, following closure of the institutions. Some participants expressed the 

belief that the B C A C L leadership had lost it's focus, as well as forfeiting a measure of 

credibility when they were perceived to shift from being a pure advocacy organization to 

one also concerned with supporting the service providers in the early 1990's. A s a 

researcher, I can only comment on what I found - what the interviewees said. I was 

fortunate to be able to hear accounts from both sides, although (it is important to note) not 

from B C A C L members sitting on committees during deinstitutionalization, as the person 

I interviewed from this organization had only recently come on board. 

Earlier in this paper, I discussed briefly the critical role of special interest groups 

in the shaping of policy for persons with developmental disabilities. In B C , the impact of 

the B C A C L was strong and visible. Pressure from this group led to a clear policy 

directive for deinstitutionalization contained in the 1981 Throne Speech (BC, 1981) and 
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ultimately to the closure of all of the large institutions for persons with a mental handicap 

in B C . The role of interest groups in the shaping of policies has been argued as essential 

in any modern state (Sabatier, 1993). 

Evolution of the B C A C L 

Pressure or interest groups act to influence public policy in order to promote the 

common interests of their members. They have been described as operating on a 

continuum from the raw, newly formed issue-oriented group to the fully institutionalized, 

mature, organization (Pross, 1986). The issue-oriented group possesses limited 

organizational cohesion, a fluid membership, minimal knowledge of how government 

works and usually, short-term goals. B y contrast, institutionalized groups are 

characterized by organizational strength and continuity, extensive and intimate 

knowledge of those sectors of government that affect their clients, as well as easy access 

to media and to the public policy arena. 

Pross (1986), described two developmental stages in between these extremes, as 

fledgling and mature. The B C A C L , by Pross's typology, may be viewed as a mature 

pressure group, possibly moving towards full institutionalization. It started as a small, 

grass-roots, issue-oriented association in 1955 ( B C A C L , 1995 - promotional booklet), 

mainly comprised of the parents of persons with a mental handicap in B C . Over the years 

it has gradually broadened its scope (to include over 80 member associations, plus 

affiliation with the national umbrella organization - C A C L ) and strengthened its 

government liaisons through sitting on government advisory committees. It has become 

politically savvy, (arguably) more conservative and less confrontational in its tactics. 
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The implications of becoming more 'institutionalized' are for the most part 

positive - better organizational structure, clear, broadly defined objectives, a staff which 

includes paid professionals, and strong communication with the branches of government 

that impact on the consumers they represent. If there is a downside to institutionalization, 

(and there is a certain irony in applying this term to this group) this is the loss of 

flexibility and ability to move quickly and decisively that comes with a larger 

organizational base with stronger ties to government. There can also be a reluctance to 

utilize the range of pressure techniques available (particularly manipulation of the public 

through the media) because of the sense that is "better to return to bargain another day 

than to damage the organization's credibility in the eyes of those whose decisions may, in 

future, make or break the group and its clients" (Pross, 1986, p. 116). 

One participant, in particular, reproached B C A C L for what was believed to be an 

abdication of their primary advocacy role: 

P - .. . I believe that deinstitutionalization and the support services in the mid to 
late 1980's was very much a product of parents and advocacy organizations, 
whether it be parent's groups, B C A C L and so forth 
J - and you think that shifted? 
P - well it shifted in the early 1990's when they became service providers. 
B C A C L became much more of a service provider and i f you're an advocate, you 
can't be a service provider. ..I know the model is such that they're all the 
deliverers out there - and that's O K , but i f you're going to have a provincial 
advocacy organization, that's getting money to provide certain things - at a 
provincial level. I mean once you've become part and parcel of that process you 
lose your edge for being able to be advocacy and nothing else. I think there's a 
fundamental change there... you lose your ability to be as critical of, whether it's 
government or unions or what have you. . . 
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While other participants referred to this change more pragmatically as a shift in focus 

(rather than an ideological change), or as a failure to demand more concrete planning at 

the end of deinstitutionalization: 

PI -1 guess at the same time I would say that the leadership in B C A C L was 
growing a little tired... B C A C L was really looking at what it's next chapter would 
be. 

P2 -1 believe that B C A C L should have mounted a major commitment - gone 
political - in terms of - well i f they really never wanted to see another institution 
in B C , then they should have ensured those safeguards were in place, but they 
didn't - they just took this philosophical stance - ' W e ' l l never stand for another 
institution opening in B C - . . . i f they had instead stated these are the criteria to 
prevent reinsititutionalization - that would have had meaning. 

Another participant also felt that leadership style within B C A C L at that time, may have 

contributed to the smaller programmatic pieces being left out at the end of the downsizing 

process: 

PI - (then leader of B C A C L ) .. .only dealt at the highest political levels, and had 
no idea what was going on at the program levels.. .and as a result, a lot of stuff 
never got addressed... 
J -1 wonder i f there was a sense that dealing high level only was critical to total 
deinstitutionalization? 
PI - that's possible. 

P2 - the T S C folded without any challenging or questioning to what was going to 
happen to those flagged areas of in-completion.. .no-one took personal 
responsibility ...including our friends at B C A C L . Because they were too busy in 
partnership with the ministry looking at issues around contract reform... 

From these exchanges, one could speculate that the B C A C L leadership 

understood all too well the politics of power, and some of the trade-offs necessary to push 

a primary agenda through. Pross (1986) in discussing pressure group tactics stated that: 

Successful group leaders husband their resources and learn to understand the 
policy systems they have to deal with. They generally act to influence the 
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decision centres that can best effect the changes they desire: they do not waste 
time persuading the uninfluential (p. 109). 

In my discussion with the new leader of B C A C L , I very much sensed a clear 

understanding of the challenges facing their organization and the importance of picking 

the fights that w i l l ultimately win you the war. Some opportunities for community living 

services may have been lost ("casualties of the chaos" - see earlier quote), in part because 

of a decrease in vigilance by B C A C L , once their major mission had been accomplished. 

However, hindsight is always crystal clear and, as eloquently put by the B C A C L 

participant, history has many lessons to teach us, lest we become complacent: 

I don't think anybody felt they were doing anything wrong when they told them to 
go away and forget about their babies. They thought they were doing them a 
favour, they thought they were doing the child a favour by putting them in a 
special school.. .its a good thing to remember - that we thought we were doing the 
right thing. 

'Reinstitutionalization' 

The theme of moving full circle back to institutions was one that found it's way 

into many discussions in the study. This possibility was raised frequently as a reason that 

the doors to the institutions had to close completely - they could not "swing both ways". 

A move to an extended care unit as a result of failing to plan for 'aging in place' was 

considered 'reinstitutionalization', as was a model of care which didn't permit clients to 

leave the home because of staffing ratio restrictions - "incarceration without crime" as 

one participant put it. In the latter case the 'institution' was figurative rather than literal. 

This concept of metaphorical institutions within community was also raised in the context 

of poor opportunities for integration: 
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.. .for many years we believed that institution could only exist with large 
numbers.. .but there's a much more subtle type of institutionalization which can 
exist with small numbers of people - community-based institutions. Where there 
are no opportunities for people to get out of their home. Y o u see people hustling 
around malls - just physically getting out - the naivete is such that there is a belief 
that physical integration wi l l actually lead to social integration. 

A community therapist commented on the possibility of transplanting an 'institutional 

mentality' into a community home: 

Some (caregivers) are stuck in the institutional way of thinking. That has been a 
problem. It's O K to kind of assembly line the guys in the morning - no privacy 
around bathroom issues. .. .some of the caregivers are really entrenched in their 
attitudes and opinions. 

One participant was concerned that accreditation of service providers was going to 

be based on a nursing home model of care with criteria that would enable, or even 

encourage larger groupings and a custodial type care: 

I believe the writing's on the wall - that i f we have substandard (accreditation) 
criteria, then people w i l l be able to do more with less and still meet the 
requirements - so much larger grouping becomes viable. This w i l l l ikely end in 
lower quality of life for people and a custodial type care 

However it is conceptualized, the possibility of a cycling back to institutions is 

perceived as a very real threat to community living - the bogey man of the movement. 

Participants observed that community living services were one part of a safeguarding 

network which also encompassed building community capacity, and enshrining 

legislation to prevent people from moving back into "congregated, segregated settings". 

The same social thinking that may have released people from the bondage of 
institutions can tend to lead them back in. People see people dying in 
community, or creating havoc (behavioural challenges) and think they have to be 

. in an institution to be safe... 
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Looking to the Future 

The themes discussed so far have related to events that occurred surrounding the 

submission of the B C S N proposal - the political climate, challenges encountered and 

opportunities (perhaps) missed. Interchange, while mainly centred on understanding the 

past, also touched on what comes next - " . . .to some extent we got them into community 

cause that was step 1 - so what is step 2?" (participant quote): A compelling question, 

and one that was reflected on, i f not directly answered, in several interviews. 

The sense that deinstitutionalization was a tough act to follow in terms of rallying 

the same degree of passionate commitment and support, was frequently mentioned. A s 

one participant noted - "it's bad press to have someone in a place like Woodlands". The 

intimation being that the current scattered issues within the community support network 

are not as media-worthy, tangible or high profile as the 'evi l empire' symbolism of the 

institution. Simmons (1990), in commenting on the relative success of policy for persons 

with developmental disabilities over mental-health policy in Ontario, expanded on a 

number of key variables, including the critical roles of pressure groups and the press, 

which had contributed to this discrepancy. He described a pivotal event in Ontario 

reform policy as an expose by Pierre Berton in a 1959 issue of the Toronto Star, 

deploring the terrible conditions at a provincial institution for persons with developmental 

disabilities. Clearly by the 1990's, institutions were no longer 'bad places' many caring 

people worked within - but the symbolism remained intact in the public psyche. 

What then is the next focal gathering point for stakeholders in community living?: 
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Is step 2 a qualitative issue? Is it integration? Is it the thing (my friend would 
talk about) - "So people live in community - do they have any friends there? Do 
they have anybody to hang with?.. .is that the next part of the focus? 

Real, not just physical, community integration and the importance of meaningful day 

programs were two themes which arose in this context. A n earlier quote referred to 

"people hustling about malls" as a far cry from achieving community inclusion. The 

importance of productive daily activity (a central premise in the discipline of 

occupational therapy ( A O T A , 1995)) was discussed by community occupational 

therapists and government bureaucrats alike: 

I don't believe that we have yet managed to find sweetness, meaning and light in 
the day program aspect - and I think that is increasingly going to be a problem 
because as people age.. .you have issues about - so what are you going to do to f i l l 
those hours of the day? .. .In a way other than widget counting or whatever, and I 
think we have devoted most of our energy and attention to the residential, health
care support side... .(and) that other side is untapped a bit. 

Two occupational therapists discussed the wide range of day programs they encounter in 

community, and the pros and cons of standardizing these in some way: 

PI - .. .(the problem is) day programs that aren't licensed. They (clients) spend 8 
hours of their day there, and I can do a dysphagia program in a home, but then 
trying to get into the day program (to teach the program) can be really difficult 
P2-1 guess in some ways it's good to regulate things so that the client is getting 
quality care, but on the other hand, what you're seeing in the day programs, it's 
kind of refreshing and interesting when you have somebody from a totally 
different background and the amazing things that can be done with common sense 
and a good heart. But lots of times you have a room full of people sitting down 
doing nothing - and they're (the day programs) getting pretty good money to do 
that. 

Another issue brought forth by a few participants as being a current and future 

focus, was the explicit development and maintenance of safeguards in the community and 

the merits of internal (community capacity, relationship development) versus external 
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(accreditation, review teams) quality control mechanisms. One participant expressed 

concern that contract reform (the merger of multiple small service provider agencies into 

a few very large ones) might be detrimental to the natural (internal) safeguarding capacity 

of the smaller, "mom and pop" service providers: 

I do not oppose (external) quality assurance features - stewardship, accountability, 
are good things - but where we're missing the boat is the lack of ownership and 
intimacy of involvement. Also services that have sustained, have included a 
capacity for self-audit - for establishing internal safeguards. We're not moving 
toward that - it w i l l all be externally driven. 

The B C A C L representative referred to these internal safeguards as the "circle of safety" 

which is created when relationships are built in a caring and aware community, which 

ultimately help people be safe. 

After Deinstitutionalization: A New Focus 

Meaningful activity, relationships and security were all presented as future 

concerns towards full community integration. However, the most likely replacement for 

deinstitutionalization as the new primary focus for stakeholders, may be that articulated 

by the B C A C L participant and echoed by a member of the T S C : 

PI - We have a community that is desperate for support. We have 117 people 
waiting for day services in Surrey - we had 99 kids graduate in Vancouver into 
nothing. So we made this promise let us finish this project (deinstitutionalization) 
and we ' l l be with you and we can't be with them.. .there aren't the resources.. .and 
now we have to figure out a way to position the families who don't have support. 
Our next task is to make sure that people understand that we can't forsake the 
families in the community anymore then we could the people who were in 
institutions. 

P2 -The group who have probably not received what they hoped, are those 
families whose adult children were living at home and who thought eventually all 
this good wi l l and high political support would come their way. To give you a 
really good statistic but a horrible phenomenon - 100 children were graduating 
from Vancouver's high school's alone this year without any day activity program 
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starting at all . That's a big leftover group - these families patiently waited, while 
huge resources went into deinstitutionalization - new money coming into every 
region - all supported under the deinstitutionalization banner... .and the money 
isn't there any longer. 

The image of these forsaken families, waiting in vain for some of the huge resources 

being funneled into deinstitutionalization to be eventually directed into community 

supports for their children, is a powerful one. It may prove to be an effective new 

rallying point for persons in the community living movement in B C . 

Summary 

This chapter has presented data obtained from interviews and focus groups with 

three stakeholder groups involved with the development and proposed implementation of 

the B C S N . In the process of qualitatively investigating the continued viability and fit of 

) 

this service delivery model, many other contextual issues have been brought forth and 

examined. The themes extracted out of the data have some general relevance for persons 

with developmental disabilities; their advocates, service providers, and government 

supports. 
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C H A P T E R V 

Conclusions 

This study was probably begun for the wrong reason. The thesis which I had 

hoped to write was an evaluative study of a fully operational provincial seating service 

delivery model - the B C S N . This was not possible and so this study was conceived out of 

necessity rather than choice. I was quite candid in explaining my motivation in this early 

interview: 

P - Quite an interesting twist for you Jo-Anne, to don the evaluative cap rather 
than the operational/planning cap? 
J - Yes, and even the evaluative part is not as I 'd originally planned, I 'd hoped to 
evaluate an operational model and of course there is none. So I went back to the 
drawing board and to my advisor and said - well what kind of a spin can I put on 
this now or am I flogging a dead horse?- and we decided there was still enough to 
make it work, but in a different way - so going back to it, evaluating it as a 
hypothetical piece with the 3 stakeholder groups.. .I 'd also hoped to glean some 
understanding about the deinstitutionalization process and community living 
services because that to me is really the take-away piece from all this - i f people 
can gain any understanding by exposure to the B C experience.. .and B C was 
really first... 
P - That's what made the whole thing so exciting... 

Fortunately, what started out with less then ideal academic motivation, albeit with true 

investigative zeal, has coalesced into a serious qualitative inquiry with relevance to more 

than just myself and the few other people who really care about the fate of a hypothetical 

seating model. 

B C was the first province in Canada to close all of it's institutions for persons 

with developmental disabilities, and scanning this process (through a variety of lenses) 

was a fascinating and illustrative process in many ways. Tracking the disorderly course 
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of the B C S N proposal in the final phase of deinstitutionalization, helped to illuminate 

some of the challenges and opportunities encountered in the development of community 

living services in B C . In the context of a true interchange of ideas (Kvale, 1996), 

participants in the study mused on the history and the future of community living in B C 

and in so doing, generated provocative and informative qualitative insights. 

Methodology 

The qualitative use of interviews and focus groups in this study was appropriate 

for obtaining the depth of commentary necessary for investigating a complex and multi-

faceted topic. The interviewer's familiarity and understanding of the issues surrounding 

the development of community living services served as a catalyst for participants to 

contemplate and expand on the questions. Participants were not inhibited in expressing 

strong views and this may have been because of their comfort in the interview which was 

in part based on prior acquaintance with the interviewer. Themes which were followed, 

tangential to the pre-set questions, such as the new focus for community l iving, were 

exciting and illuminating. 

The focus group, originally conceived as a single teleconference with 6 or more 

participants who were already acquainted through their association with H S C L , was 

significantly altered. Technical difficulties and confusion about timing resulted in an 

initial focus group with only 3 members (including the interviewer). Two subsequent 

group interviews over the phone were then scheduled to include the remaining 

participants, but the largest group had only 4 participants. 

There were therefore two significant departures from optimal focus group 

methodology: the small number of participants in any one group (6-12 is recommended) 
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and the use of a teleconference rather than a face to face format. This constituted a 

methodological limitation and may have influenced the type of data obtained - making it 

less 'group-data' and more individual interview data. 

Research participants were purposely selected for their understanding and 

involvement in the development and delivery of community living services and I believe 

that this knowledge showed in the depth and range of the exchange. More participants 

would have provided additional data with which to work and this may not really have 

been helpful, given the amount there was with these 14 participants. 

A satiation point was never reached in the interviews, although I believe it was 

reached with regards to new information in the therapist focus groups. Achieving 

satiation was neither possible nor intended with the first stakeholder group - the consumer 

perspective - as only one (pivotal) individual was interviewed in this group. Within the 

government respondents, much theme repetition did occur, although new material kept 

percolating through right until the last interview so it would undoubtedly have been 

useful to continue to explore this perspective i f time had permitted. 

Four Purposes 

First Purpose 

Four purposes were given for embarking on this research project. The most 

pressing of these originally, was the reaffirmation of the importance of the B C S N . The 

results of this study indicate clearly that almost all stakeholders interviewed believed that 

the model, as originally conceived in the 1997 project report, remains the best way to 

provide seating services for persons with developmental disabilities living in B C . 

Therapists noted a few minor changes from the preferences expressed in the 1996 study, 
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but these were not of a nature to alter the model, structure or function of the B C S N . One 

T S C member queried the need to introduce a "new service" when the existing tertiary 

care system should be able to take on the role of seating service delivery for this 

population. However, there were clear reasons given in the 1996 study why this would 

not be acceptable for stakeholders and this view was, on the whole, strongly upheld in the 

current inquiry. 

Second Purpose 

Unfortunately, even though stakeholders almost unanimously applauded the 

model, it is unlikely to ever be implemented. The reasons for this relate directly to the 

barriers which exist to implementation of new policies and programs. Analysis of these 

barriers constituted the second purpose of this research, encompassed by the (secondary) 

research question 'What were the barriers that prevented the B C S N from being 

implemented?. The T S C was presented with a comprehensive model for delivering 

seating services, supported by extensive research, and collectively they asserted that this 

was a model that should be included in the specialized community services legacy. 

Unfortunately, a number of obstacles derailed implementation of the model. 

These challenges have been introduced and analyzed - poor timing, lack of profile 

and of a champion, loss of funding, the impact of change, the move to a new ministry, the 

goal of total 'genericism' within a regional model of health service delivery, and a 

perceived lack of vigilance by the advocacy sector during a critical period. In this case, 

the gap between the existence of knowledge and its implementation by policy-makers, 

was a chasm that could not be bridged. 
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In the discussion of findings, the attributes of legitimacy, feasibility and support 

were used to explain the concept of 'profile' and why some initiatives are put forward 

while others are set aside (Hall, Land, Parker & Webb, 1975 ). The B C S N possessed 

legitimacy - seating had early been identified as an important specialized health service 

for persons with severe developmental disabilities; the research done in the B C S N project 

was considered thorough and accurate; and the resultant model frugal, innovative and a 

good fit within the overarching vision for community living services for this population. 

It also possessed, although perhaps to a lesser degree, feasibility, as the model had been 

developed based on efficient use of existing resources and with the capacity for flexibility 

as needs changed. Where it may have been considered less feasible was in the use of the 

Internet as a core feature and most significantly, on its dependence on a central point of 

coordination when the move for health care was towards regional control. Where it 

clearly fell down however, was in the third crucial area of support, coming from the right 

quarters at the right time. This is not to say that many individuals and programs did not 

want the B C S N , or think it should go ahead. However, the problem was that priorities 

clearly shifted with the changes which rocked all stakeholders in community l iving at the 

end of deinstitutionalization, and the support which remained was neither cohesive nor 

powerful enough to ensure successful implementation. 

A s one participant noted, what the B C S N really needed was a champion to push it 

through to completion. Such a champion could have been a bureaucrat in either ministry, 

or could have come from the advocacy sector, but they would have needed both 

unwavering commitment and substantial influence to ensure, not just approval in 

principle, but actual implementation in the midst of change. It is important for 
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stakeholders in community living services (including community therapists) to 

understand that until funding is secured, or implementation has occurred, there are no 

guarantees that a policy or program wi l l make it through the bureaucratic mine-field. 

Many proposals to government never reach fruition, some because they do not 

offer tenable solutions, but others, because of the multitude of inputs and circumstances 

that determine outcomes in bureaucratic politics. This underlying, and (to the outsider) 

baffling, 'invisible process' (Laframboise, 1973), that lies alongside formal government 

processes, is a useful concept for stakeholders in a proposal (program or policy) to grasp. 

This does not imply cynically assuming that the invisible process is all that matters, as 

opposed to intrinsic worth, but rather that it is a very good idea to attempt to understand 

the operating milieu and where possible (and for the 'outsider' it may not be possible to 

know the inside dynamics), to use the lens, or lenses, that wi l l reveal the otherwise 

invisible process. 

Third Purpose 

The third purpose of this study was broad in scope - to inform other people 

involved in community l iving about the deinstitutionalization process in B C , with the 

goal of smoothing their path toward community living. It troubled to me to find out (over 

the course of this research) that there were no steps being taken to document and archive 

the B C experience for the benefit of others. There is much to be gained, in a complex 

undertaking like deinstitutionalization, in taking the time to look back (historical 

perspective) and to the side (what is going on elsewhere in the world) as well as forward, 

to the ultimate goal. The theme of an 'a l l or nothing' approach, illustrated some of the 
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pitfalls of using tunnel vision, although it also discussed why such a mentality might have 

been instrumental in the successful accomplishment of total institutional closure. 

The research question which addressed the third purpose was 'What were some of the 

positive and negative aspects of deinstitutionalization and the concurrent and subsequent 

development of community living services in B C ? 

Deinstitutionalization for persons with developmental disabilities in B C was 

considered overall to be a success. There were many aspects of downsizing that were 

considered to have been done well , and could contribute to planning for similar processes 

in other provinces or internationally. Participants valued the individualized and 

personalized nature of the planning, although regretted that this had been done for a 

single moment in time (snapshot), rather than with projection to future needs. They 

spoke positively of the collaboration and partnership between many sectors (families, 

communities, several ministries, consumer advocacy groups, the institutions including 

unions, service providers, researchers and others) which occurred in the planning phase 

helping to achieve consensus and build safety. Specialized services which were 

developed (dysphagia, community rehab and nursing, mental health, dental and others) 

were praised as meeting critical needs. Communities were prepared for the move, and 

included in the rezoning process required for new group homes which helped set the stage 

for acceptance and integration. 

The totality of the accomplishment was the paramount success. The metaphor of 

doors closing and not swinging both ways was used by several participants to describe 

the importance of total institutional closure, i f you truly want the community to take on 

the support of persons with developmental disabilities. Participants referred to other 
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provinces where the institution had remained open as a resource, and how this made it too 

easy to continue dependency, rather than shirting full responsibility to the community. 

There were also parts of the deinstitutionalization process that people suggested 

could have been done differently. Pertinent observations about timing, order, the all or 

nothing approach, a goal of total genericization, failure to account for physical 

deterioration with aging in place strategies, the need for more concrete long range 

planning including criteria for the prevention of a move back to institution, were raised in 

the answers to questions section, and further expanded on in the discussion of barriers 

and opportunities. These ideas could be incorporated into planning for community living 

in B C and elsewhere. 

It was an interesting caveat however, that many times when participants suggested 

alternate approaches to what was done (for example, moving persons with the high needs 

earlier on in the process to be able to test the capacity of the community supports), they 

ended up qualifying what they had said. This qualification was generally a cautionary 

statement to the effect that, i f anything had been done differently - with more ongoing 

evaluation and reflection - then maybe the doors wouldn't have finally shut. This 

concern ties in with one of the final challenges discussed, that of the fear of actual or 

symbolic (community-based) reinstitutionalization. 

The biggest threat to quality for community living services was universally 

expressed as sustainability. Stakeholders in community living should be able to 

articulate, and stand up for, the idea that equity implies an equal ability to achieve a better 

quality of life, not an equal apportionment of dollars across disability groups. Equity is a 

principle which is ultimately interpreted by policy-makers and therefore community 
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living advocates must be prepared to make a strong case for specialized services which 

they believe are required to achieve this goal. Sub-groups of people with high needs 

(behavioural and medical/physical) w i l l cost more to support safely and well in 

community. This is not receiving a 'richer' service, but rather achieving equity of access, 

and therefore must be realistically incorporated in planning for life outside institutions. 

It is important that all organizations involved in the shift to community living 

understand and value the critical role of pressure groups. The all-encompassing nature of 

the B C A C L ' s involvement in deinstitutionalization in B C made them, in some ways, a 

target for blame when things didn't work out. In an inclusive endeavor such as 

community living it is vital that all parties understand each other's motivations and (to 

some extent) modus operandi in order to achieve a collaborative effort towards the 

common goal of successful community integration. It is perhaps equally vital that 

pressure groups not drop their guard when they have achieved a primary objective - in 

this case, closure of the institutions - in order that all the requirements of sustaining and 

enhancing that objective are also met. 

There are other 'take away pieces' in this research for persons involved in the 

support of persons with developmental disabilities at various stages on the community 

l iving continuum. In the final theme, future concerns for ensuring safety and growth in 

community are discussed, including the challenge of filling time productively, building 

relationships in community, and external and internal safeguarding mechanisms. Finally, 

a new post-deinstitutionalization focus on the families who had missed the 

deinstitutionalization bandwagon, was articulated which has relevance for many of the 

stakeholders in community living. 
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Fourth Purpose 

The fourth purpose of this study (encompassed in the question 'Could the B C S N 

model be useful in other settings or for other populations?') was to add to the 

multidisciplinary body of knowledge on seating - specifically the set of information on 

seating service delivery models. While the B C S N has not been tested in an operational 

capacity, it has been evaluated conceptually in this research. Participants believed that it 

was a model that could provide seating services efficiently and equitably for a 

geographically scattered population of persons with developmental disabilities and a wide 

range of seating needs. In addition, some participants commented that it was one which 

could be built on to eventually provide a variety of specialized services on a cross-

disability basis. 

Implications for Practice 

This study has diverged considerably from the more traditional scope of 

occupational therapy, and perhaps it is this deviation from the norm which is the main 

implication for practice. We do ourselves, and those who require our skills, no favours, 

when we do not seek to understand the whole multi-dimensional chess game, the players, 

moves and rules in health policy-making, even when we do not consider ourselves to be 

chess players (Klein, 1974). Remaining essentially naive about how decisions are made 

in the health arena, rather than actively assimilating this process, ensures that we w i l l not 

be the ones making the decisions, nor w i l l we be likely to influence the outcomes of these 

decisions. 

Many occupational therapists, like persons with developmental disabilities, are 

shifting from institutional to community settings. To be effective in community, the 
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occupational therapist must work both physically from, and in collaboration with, the 

community. This does not mean simply superimposing institutional structures and 

attitudes on a community setting ('changing postal codes' alluded to earlier) but rather, 

developing new attitudes and learning new ways of operating that enhance practice and 

positively impact client outcomes. L iv ing and working in community is about 

partnership, as distinct from the hierarchical organization of the institution. Developing 

partnerships with the advocacy sector, with bureaucrats, politicians and community 

organizations wi l l strengthen our ability to advocate for, and support our clients with 

developmental disabilities in community. It wi l l enable us, not only to cultivate 

champions in pivotal positions, but also to become champions ourselves for those 

initiatives we believe are truly worthwhile. 

The Central Research Question 

The primary question used to guide this research was "Is the B C S N the best way 

to deliver seating services to adults with developmental disabilities l iving in community 

homes across B C ? " . I believe that this question, in as much as it can be answered by a 

simple yes or no, has been answered in the affirmative by this research. This may be a 

moot point at this time however, as while it is the right model, it is no longer the right 

time. The window of opportunity which was open for a brief time has closed. It may 

open again - unlatched by the right champion, or blown open by favourable political 

winds. 
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Appendix A . Focus Group Moderator Guide 

Moderator Guide for Community Therapist Focus Group 

9:00-9:15 first 5 minutes - greetings - get on line 

next 10 minutes - I N T R O D U C T I O N 

4 purposes 

1. to determine i f the B C S N still makes sense now that we are entering our 3 r d year of 
total community living in B C - to reaffirm, reshape, or even to discard 

2. to identify barriers to implementation of new healthcare policies and programs - the 
gap between the existence of knowledge and its implementation by policy makers. It 
may be that the model itself is the optimal way to provide seating services for this 
population, but the political climate has changed, regionalization is in full swing, and 
a centralized, specialized model albeit with the promise to exploit local resources 
first, is simply no longer viable. -

3. informing a number of groups involved in community living including; consumers 
and consumer advocacy groups; occupational therapists who provide services to 
persons with developmental disabilities in various settings; government 
administrators and policy-makers in B C responsible for the support of persons with 
developmental disabilities; and planning bodies in other parts of Canada and the 
world still engaged in the deinstitutionalization process about the B C 
deinstitutionalization/community living experience 

4. A fourth purpose would be to add to the multidisciplinary body of knowledge on 
seating - specifically the set of information on seating service delivery models. 

"I have prepared a number of questions to help guide this group but I hope to talk little 
and mainly listen to your thoughts and opinions on both the B C S N and on community 
living services generally - as you know this group is confidential and I trust that people 
w i l l feel free to express their true opinions and not to feel constrained by either your peers 
or myself - E G . Y o u won't hurt my feeling i f you have negative things to say about the 
B C S N " 
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9:15-9:30 -15 minutes 

A R E Y O U R P R E F E R E N C E S S T I L L T H E S A M E A S W H E N T H E S U R V E Y W A S 
D O N E I N 1996? Does the model fulfill the vision you had then? 

47 out of 49 possible respondents in Spring 1996 

therapists, like clients, preferred to have client seating services delivered in 
home or community - the importance of assessing in the client's natural environment 

role they would like to play in the seating process, ~ 'direct service provider 
with access to specialized seating resource support'. 

Few therapists either wanted to perform the whole process on their own or 
conversely to give over responsibility to an outside resource. 

Therapists expressed interest in fulfilling a variety of roles dependent on their 
experience and the complexity of their clients. They did not want to be locked into a 
single role - preferring rather to work within their confidence zone - gradually expanding 
this through education, mentoring and experience. 

Almost all therapists wanted local control of seating services, regardless of the 
need for specialized clinical or technical services. 

The resource which was most valued was information. Access to clinical and 
technical consultation around more complex clients was also rated highly 

Therapists stated that a seating resource should be able to supply equipment for 

assessment and trial. 

The need for mentoring and education to build skills incrementally, 

Therapists who used specialist consultative services were very positive about this 
feature: 

This populations seating needs are unique, and that it was not enough to have 
access to a seating specialist i f that individual did not also have direct experience working 
with persons with severe developmental disabilities. 

the importance of not cutting off any other population groups from a 
potentially beneficial new service was raised. 
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9:30 - 10:00 -30 MINUTES 
B U T - Does the model fit N O W in the context of total deinstitutionalization? - almost 2 
Vi years after closure of Woodlands -

1. Is the B C S N in line with your notion of best service for this population. What about 
the idea of centering it on the Internet, about sharing resources, about contracting out 
for specialty clinical and technical support? 

2. Why might the B C S N not get off the ground? Or i f it does start, why might this 
happen incrementally? 

3. If the-BCSN was to start, what ministry/program should it sit in, should it only be for 
adults with developmental disabilities or should it be open to all British Columbians. 
How might this happen? 

4. Do you think that seating is an important health issue for persons with developmental 
disabilities? What about quality of life? Do you think that currently available 
services are enough without adding another specialty service? 

10:00 -10:25 - ~ 25 minutes 
Following discussion focused on the seating model, therapists w i l l be asked to discuss 
what they feel the outcome of deinstitutionalization has been. What were the good and 
not so good aspects of the shift to community living? Do they think their clients are 
changing due to life in the community? How have the generic services in their locations 
coped with this new type of consumer? Where do they envision the direction of services 
for this portion of their client group 

0 

1. What are your thoughts on community living services for this population? - what is 
working, what is not? 

2. Do you think that closing all the institutions has been a success to date? What aspects 
of the downsizing process were most commendable? What might you have preferred 
done differently? 

3. What direction do you envision for services for persons with developmental 
disabilities in the future? Where to from here? How do you feel in general about 
generic versus specialized services for this population? 

4. What are the greatest challenges in ensuring quality services for persons with 
developmental disabilities? 

10:25 -10:30 WRAP-UP - FINAL T H O U G H T S , T H A N K S & G O O D - B Y E . 


